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compulsory
new lighting
standards

 What the new requirements are
 What non compliance can mean
for you and your client
 What technologies and products
you can use
 How lighting can be used to obtain
optimal outcomes
 How to use the Lighting Calculator
and Lighting Simulator
These new requirements apply where a building
permit has been issued for either alterations,
additions or new houses, apartments, flats and units
in Victoria from May 2011.
To register, visit the NECA website at vic.neca.asn.au
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businesses. It details the results of nine separate audits
of the distribution businesses and one audit of the
transmission business, assessing how well the ﬁve
companies inspected and maintained powerlines during
2010 to minimise the risk of failure and ﬁre. The report
concluded that for the most part ESV was satisﬁed that
there was a good standard of inspection and timely repair
by the industry but performance was mixed across the
ﬁve distribution businesses. To ﬁnd out more see page 5.
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Firstly, all of us at ESV involved with
energysafe wish all readers a very
happy and safe Christmas and new year.
Many of us wonder where the last 12 months
hs
have gone!
Safety is absolutely imperative as this
time of recreation and relaxation approaches.
Unfortunately, there is evidence that the festive
season can be a dangerous time and for many
individuals and families not something to enjoy and
nd
celebrate.
The Christmas holidays and end of year place
e
pressures on many, particularly tradespeople
called upon to complete tasks ahead of the break.
Therefore, there is the temptation to take shortcuts
and cut corners to ﬁnish jobs before going on
holiday.
For electrical workers that can mean working
“live” on installations. Unfortunately, workers young
and old can testify through bitter experience how
dangerous it can be. There are many who have been
following this unlawful practice for years and are
conﬁdent they can keep getting away with it.
Too much conﬁdence can lead to
complacency and the results can be devastating
not only for the individual involved but also their
family, friends and workmates.
It’s an age-old message but electricians must
not work “live” and refuse to do so under any
circumstances. At this time of year, in particular,
resist the temptation to carry out work that is not
up to standard and even dangerous because of
the perceived need to get it all done by Christmas.
Gasﬁtters also face challenges if tempted to
rush jobs. Poor work practices could threaten not
only the tradesperson but others.

E
Experience
i
shows
h
that
h away ffrom work
k there
h
are other dangers for those on holiday enjoying
themselves. Road accidents and drownings
causing loss of life are all too common at this time
of year.
Even ﬁring up the family barbecue after it has
been left alone for several months under cover, in
a shed or in the open can be hazardous. For the
assistance of all we publish in this issue a very
detailed account of the important safety checks
that must be carried out before use.
So beware the dangers all around and
stay safe. Enjoy the break if you are having one
and return in the new year rested and ready to
go again.
David Guthrie-Jones
dguthriejones@esv.vic.gov.au

PS: Hopefully all gasﬁtters would have seen
on the ESV website or obtained a copy of the
gas safety DVD about the dangers of carbon
monoxide (CO) and how to detect it and correct
it.

Copyright
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ESV has adopted a new slogan to better
inform stakeholders about its role in the
community.
From November, ESV’s logo will start to carry
the tagline “Creating a safer state with electricity
and gas”.
The new slogan was developed following
input by staff.
ESV’s Director of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon,

said research had shown that 41 per cent of
Victorians felt they knew “a lot” or “a bit” about
ESV but the organisation hoped to build greater
awareness over the coming years and the new
slogan was one way to start to do that.
“Energy is a word that means different things
to different people and we want to give Victorians
a clearer picture of what we do,” he said.
“As Victoria’s independent electricity, gas and
pipeline regulator, safety is an integral part of our
role and Victorians will now see this every time
they observe the ESV logo.
“We not only work with industry but are here
to assist the public if they have concerns about
electrical or gas safety, issues with an electrician
or queries about Certiﬁcates of Electrical Safety.
“It is important that people know who we are
and what we do so that we’re their ﬁrst port of call
if we can assist them with a problem.”
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ESV’s ﬁrst report on
the safety performance
of Victorian electricity
distribution businesses
In early September, ESV
released its ﬁrst report
into the regulation of
the safety performance
of Victoria’s electricity
distribution businesses –
an initiative to be repeated
annually.
The report said that for the most part
ESV was satisﬁed that there was a good
standard of inspection and timely repair by the
industry, but performance was mixed across
the ﬁve distribution businesses – with deﬁnite
opportunities to improve.
This report demonstrates that ESV has
used its enhanced powers to implement
recommendations from the 2009 Victorian
Bushﬁres Royal Commission to analyse safety
trends and properly engage with the industry to
improve its safety performance, said the Director
of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon.
The report details the results of nine separate
audits of the distribution businesses and one audit
of the transmission business, assessing how well
the ﬁve companies (CitiPower, Powercor, Jemena,
United Energy and SP AusNet) inspected and
maintained powerlines during 2010 to minimise the
risk of failure and ﬁre.
It also focuses on key safety indicators
and the operation of the new Electricity Safety
Management Schemes, which became a
mandatory requirement on the electricity
distribution businesses in 2010.
As Victoria’s energy safety regulator, ESV
approves and audits these safety management
schemes each year and the results of these
audits, together with other statistics collected on
performance, will now be published annually to
enable the community, Parliament and industry
to assess how well the electricity distribution
businesses are meeting their safety objectives.
Mr Fearon said in a media release: “Greater
transparency will assist in holding both ESV
and the distribution companies accountable for
improving their performance over time so that the
tragedy and devastation of Black Saturday cannot
be repeated.”
“Victoria now has a much more robust
regulatory regime in place following the bushﬁres.
Amendments to the Electricity Bushﬁre Mitigation
Regulations for the training and performance of
electricity asset inspectors and the inspection
of electricity lines in Hazardous Bushﬁre Risk

Areas, and changes to Electric Line Clearance
Regulations for vegetation management have
imposed new requirements on the electricity
distribution businesses.
“All these initiatives together with directions
on asset standards and maintenance have
contributed to making Victoria’s electricity system
safer and more reliable.”
As previously mentioned, Mr Fearon said for
the most part ESV was satisﬁed that there was a
good standard of inspection and timely repair by
the industry but performance was mixed across
the ﬁve distribution businesses.
“The report shows that ﬁre starts were down
in 2010 and failure rates were very small relative
to the size of the distribution networks, which
includes more than 1 million poles and over
150,000km of electric lines.

new requirements contained in revised legislation.
Mr Fearon said this was the ﬁrst in what would
now be an annual report, and ESV had worked
with the businesses to establish a standardised
set of statistical indicators that would enable a
clearer picture of industry performance trends to
emerge over time.
“Future reports will expand the indicators and
include key safety events that arise during the
reporting period. Over the next 12 to 18 months
there will be a progressive strengthening of ESV’s
ability to identify trends, and to engage with
industry to ﬁnd solutions to safety issues.”
The report can be accessed on the ESV
website www.esv.vic.gov.au

“The report shows
that ﬁre starts were
down in 2010 and
failure rates were
very small relative
to the size of
the distribution
networks, which
includes more than
1 million poles and
over 150,000km of
electric lines.”
“All companies reported issues relating to
vegetation management and clearance from
powerlines, but this was mainly due to property
owners and municipal councils failing
to adequately meet their responsibilities.”
The report also said that a number of
improvements and initiatives were being made by
the businesses. However, they would all beneﬁt
from better aligning their technical standards with
their asset management practices in the ﬁeld and
expanding the scope of their asset inspection
manuals to capture all asset classes as well as the

An evocative shot of distribution powerlines by
Michael Wearne.
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Powerline
Bushﬁre Safety
Taskforce
completes
ﬁnal report
The Powerline Bushﬁre Safety Taskforce
presented its ﬁnal report to Energy Safe
Victoria’s Director of Energy Safety,
Paul Fearon, on schedule at the end of
September.
In completing its role, the Taskforce has
explored a range of options to reduce the risk
of catastrophic bushﬁres caused by electricity
infrastructure, including:
» The use of protective technology that will

Gas installation
standards
update –
issues to be
addressed
By Enzo Alfonsetti, ESV Manager,
Type A Gas Appliance Safety
The Gas Installations standards AS/NZS
5601.1:2010 “General installations” and
AS/NZS 5601.2:2010 “LP Gas installations
in caravans and boats for non-propulsive
purposes” were published on 23 December
2010 and supersede AS 5601:2004 “Gas
installations”.
A correction amendment for each part of
AS/NZS 5601 was later published on 18 August
2011 to address the issue with gridlines in the

detect electrical faults and switch off power
before a ﬁre can start;
» Replacing some bare wire powerlines with
underground or insulated cables;
» Providing some remote electricity
customers with stand-alone power
supplies allowing some rural powerlines to
be removed.
The Powerline Bushﬁre Safety Taskforce was
established by the Victorian Government,
through ESV, in response to the ﬁndings of
the 2009 Victorian Bushﬁres Royal
Commission.
Its role was to investigate the full range of
options that could be considered by government
to reduce the risks of catastrophic bushﬁres
from electricity infrastructure within the next
decade. It was also asked to quantify the beneﬁts
and cost of those measures, taking into account
all the items that had already been undertaken by
government.
In receiving the report, Mr Fearon thanked

the Taskforce for its hard work over the past
13 months.
The report was then forwarded to the Minister
for Energy and Resources, Michael O’Brien.
Mr Fearon said: “Consistent with the Royal
Commission’s recommendations to consider
undergrounding, insulated cable or other
technologies, the Taskforce has explored a
range of options that will, over the next decade,
signiﬁcantly reduce the risk of catastrophic
bushﬁres starting from electricity infrastructure
across Victoria.
“The report is extremely detailed and
considered, and I would like to commend
Taskforce Chairman Tim Orton, all the members
of the Taskforce, the Secretariat, its Stakeholder
Reference Group and the Interdepartmental
Working Group for the commitment they have
shown to this project.”
The report is currently being considered by
the Victorian Government. Energysafe will carry
a story on its decision when it is announced.

pipe sizing graphs of Appendix F in Part 1 and
Appendix D in Part 2. It was found that the
gridlines were too thin and failed to appear when
the standards were printed. The gridlines in the
amended graphs are now thicker and printable.
Victoria is yet to adopt both AS/NZS5601.1:
2010 amendment 1 and AS/NZS5601.2:2010
amendment 1 because there are a number of
issues with the new standards. These issues
include:
» The installation of toughened glass adjacent
to cooking appliances without the installation
of ﬁre resistant board behind the glass when
the distance from the periphery of the nearest
burner is less than 200mm.
» AS/NZS5601 Part 2 lacks an equivalent
appendix to Appendix N of Part 1, i.e. “Special
Requirements in Australian Jurisdictions”. As
Part 2 can be purchased as a stand-alone
document, vital information such as the
replacement of new installations of ﬂueless
space heaters in Victoria will be overlooked.
» The location of drains and lower vents in LP
Gas cylinder compartments for caravans is
not clear.

» Part 2 requires that minimum clearances are
maintained for the installation of refrigerators
in caravans and boats. Victoria believes that
refrigerators installed in caravans and boats
must be installed in a sealed recess, as is
required in Part 1 for installation in pantries,
larders and bedrooms.
The ﬁrst meeting of committee AG006, since
the publication of the two standards, will be
held in early December 2011 where it will
discuss these issues. Discussions will also
focus on the area of the lack of adventitious
openings.
Problems are arising due to constraints
applied in the Building Code of Australia in
order to meet energy rating guidelines, which
countermands the ventilation requirements for
gas installations.
It is expected that Victoria will adopt the new
standards by March-April 2012; however, some
changes to the Gas Safety (Gas Installation)
Regulations 2008 will be required in order to
address the issues listed here.
A revision of the standards is not expected
until 2013.

Thinking about that much
needed help for 2012?
Look no further! Why not use NECA Apprenticeships to alleviate
your employment risk?
To invest in a NECA apprentice is a sharp choice. Not only do you get a valuable and safe
worker, but the hassles of recruitment and apprentice management are gone. This lets you
get on with your business.

03 9389 9959
www.370degrees.com.au
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Only Type
B qualiﬁed
gasﬁtters can
undertake
certain work
on Type B gas
appliances

that is monitoring purge and/or combustion air,
an air supply or exhaust damper, a gas pressure
regulator, a safety shut-off valve, a control valve,
an air / gas ratio control device, an air fan or other
air supply source, a ﬂame detector, and an ignition
source can adversely affect the combustion
characteristics and / or the burner management
controls of that appliance.
When repairing or replacing any of the above
components, a person needs to ensure that
the combustion characteristics or the burner
management controls have not been affected by
the work done.

Electricians, refrigeration mechanics and
others – beware! ESV warns that anyone
repairing or replacing components on a Type
B gas appliance must hold a registration
or licence in Plumbing (Type B gasﬁtting)
before doing such work.
ESV has become increasingly aware of people
who do not have appropriate registration or the
required licence doing certain work on Type B gas
appliances.

In a lot of cases, the Type B gas
appliance is unsafe prior to the repair or
replacement, and remains so after the
work is completed
There are many cases where explosions, ﬁres and
asphyxiations have occurred because a person
who is not registered or licensed in Plumbing
(Type B gasﬁtting) has done work on a Type B gas
appliance.
ESV, in conjunction with the Plumbing Industry
Commission (PIC) in some cases, will continue to
prosecute any person not registered or licensed in
Plumbing (Type B gasﬁtting) that is found to have
done illegal work on a Type B gas appliance. The
PIC licences Type B authorised persons.

As well as being illegal, this is dangerous
The repair or replacement of a Type B gas
appliance component such as an electronic ﬂame
safeguard, a self-checking air pressure switch

What is a Type B gas appliance?
A Type B gas appliance has a gas consumption
in excess of 10 megajoules per hour. These gas
appliances include steam boilers, kilns, stenters,

By Ignazio Cannizzo, ESV’s Manager
Complex Gas Appliance Safety
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furnaces, turbines, etc. and would normally be
found in large commercial / industrial premises.
There are two Type B gas appliance
courses available in Victoria
Details of the two courses are:
1/ “Type B gas appliance servicing” course
conducted at Plumbing Industry Climate
Action Centre (PICAC), 6/306 Albert Street,
Brunswick.
To enquire about this course, contact
Dornella House; phone 9356 8920; email
dornella.house@mpmsaa.org.au
2/“Gas Type B” course conducted at
GippsTAFE Energy Training Centre,
41 Drummond Street, Chadstone.
To enquire about this course,
ring 1300 309 966 or 9251 3000; or
email energytraining@gippstafe.edu.au
On completion of one of the above courses, if a
person has the required supervision, they may
apply to PIC to sit the exam to obtain a Plumbing
(Type B gasﬁtting) qualiﬁcation.
ESV presentations
ESV is willing to conduct a theory and practical
training / awareness session for electricians,
refrigeration mechanics, gasﬁtters and other
workers in regards to the current rules and
regulations associated with the work that can be
carried out on Type B gas appliances by nonType B qualiﬁed persons. Contact ESV’s Manager
Complex Gas Appliance Safety, Ignazio Cannizzo,
on 9271 5429, email icannizzo@esv.vic.gov.au

Restricted electrical licence renewal process –
clearing up confusion
There appears to be some confusion
among licence holders about the
requirements of the ‘new’ licensing
regulations. This article explains the facts.
The Electricity Safety (Registration &
Licensing) Regulations 2010, commenced on
1 August 2010. This means that any restricted
electrical licence holder who submits an
application for renewal from that date must
be assessed in accordance with the 2010
regulations.
The 2010 regulations made minor changes to
the deﬁnition of electrical work and introduced the
ability for suitably qualiﬁed restricted “D” licence
holders to carry out fault-ﬁnding on equipment.
The introduction of Class 1 (with fault-ﬁnding)
and Class 2 (without fault-ﬁnding) classiﬁcations
for restricted licences is in line with the proposed
National Licensing structure, making Victoria the
leader in national reform.
It also addresses concerns that ESV had
identiﬁed where restricted licence holders were
undertaking fault-ﬁnding when they were not
competent to do so, which presented safety
concerns.

Grandfathering
All existing licence holders at 1 August 2010 were
transferred to a Class 2 Licence in accordance
with Regulation 42 of the 2010 Licensing
Regulations.
This ensured that no one was disadvantaged
and enables any licence holder to apply for a
Class 1 Licence at the time of renewal. To do this
they need to satisfy ESV there is a continued need
for the licence and they have the required training
in fault-ﬁnding.
ESV must be satisﬁed that the current
regulatory requirements are being met, and if
fault-ﬁnding is required as part of a person’s
primary function, as part of the application, you
must demonstrate how you are competent to
undertake fault-ﬁnding by demonstration of
competency or by completion of Unit P007, which
is the competency required by the regulation,
as well as P001B, which may include a practical
assessment on the equipment that you are
working with.
Other competencies may also be accepted,
for example in the refrigeration and air-conditioning
area.

MEM30205 Certiﬁcate III – Mechanical
Trade (Specialising in Refrigeration &
Air Conditioning)
Which includes: MEM18046B Fault-Find &
Repair Electrical Equipment/Components up
to 1000v ac/1500 v dc and UTENES505SB
Locate and Rectify Fault(s) in Electrical Equipment
(KVAC/1.5KVDC) by Procedures (motors).
MEM30298 Certiﬁcate III – Engineering
– Mechanical Trade (Air Conditioning &
Refrigeration)
Which includes: MEM18.46AA Fault-Find &
Repair Electrical Equipment/Components up
to 1000v ac/1500 v dc.
UTE30999 Certiﬁcate III – Electrotechnology
– Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Which includes: UTENES505SA Locate and
Rectify Fault(s) in Electrical Equipment 1000v.
If you are applying for a Class 1 restricted
licence please include any information you have
and the staff in ESV Licensing will try to identify the
appropriate qualiﬁcation and provide guidance on
any deﬁciencies.
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Safety of T8 lamp
replacement tubes
and modiﬁed
luminaires
T8 ﬂuorescent tube
replacements using LED
or T5 ﬂuorescent lamp
adaptor technologies
are extensively marketed
in Australia and New
Zealand. These are
intended to replace
traditional T8 ﬂuorescent
tubes either in existing
luminaires or in modiﬁed
luminaires to reduce
energy consumption

standard for these products that could be used
to cover all electrical risks. Therefore, designers,
manufacturers, importers and suppliers would
need to apply requirements from several electrical
safety standards and engage in good engineering
design principles to ensure the products are made
in a manner that is electrically safe. Failure to apply
appropriate standards in design, manufacturing
and testing of these products may result in an
unsafe product.
These issues are under discussion by the
Australian and New Zealand electrical safety
standards committee for lighting products
(EL-041). The committee is concerned that some
manufacturers, importers, distributors and retailers
may not be fully aware of the potential safety risks
relevant to the replacement tubes they manufacture,
import or supply. It was also recognised that
guidance, in the form of a recommendation, would
be helpful to assist the suppliers in understanding
these risks and also the actions required to meet
electrical safety requirements.

Electrical Regulatory Authorities Council
(ERAC) has expressed serious concerns with both
the LED replacement tubes and T5/T8 ﬂuorescent
lamp adaptor assemblies. These concerns are not
limited to the lamp products themselves; ERAC is
also concerned with the modiﬁcations carried out
to existing luminaires.
This recommendation is within the framework
of current safety legislation, regulations and
standards, and as such is intended to provide
clariﬁcation for particular products. It does not
represent any change in the current safety system.

LED T8 tubes and T8/T5 ﬂuorescent lamp
adaptor assembly retroﬁt systems
Suppliers placing LED T8 or T8/T5 ﬂuorescent
lamp adaptor assembly systems on the market
that are intended as either direct replacement
in the original luminaire (retroﬁt luminaire) or
for use in a new luminaire are responsible for
ensuring that these products are safe and comply
with electrical safety requirements.

Discussion
Recent enforcement actions on LED T8 or T8/T5
ﬂuorescent lamp adaptor replacement tubes by
Australia, New Zealand and countries in Europe
have shown instances where these products do
not comply with essential safety requirements,
such as protection against electric shock. In
Australia and New Zealand these safety principles
are speciﬁed in AS/NZS 3820.
There have been reports of failures of insulation
causing the metal enclosure body of such devices
to become live and present an electric shock risk.
Another electrical hazard that may be present
in some designs is access to live parts. In some
designs, with one end of the tube inserted in the
luminaire, the other end is live and presents a
possible accessible electric shock hazard. This is
not a best practice for electrical safety design as it
would require work practices and procedures to
reduce the risk of electric shock. A better design
would be to remove the risk by ensuring supply to
the product is via one end only.
Currently there is no speciﬁc electrical safety

Modiﬁed luminaires
For a modiﬁed luminaire, the manufacturer of the
original luminaire will no longer be responsible
for compliance of the modiﬁed product. Any
modiﬁcations made to the original luminaire may
alter the characteristics of the original product,
for example, the safety aspects of the original
luminaire, hence compliance assessments of the
original luminaire may no longer be applicable to
the modiﬁed luminaire. In this case, the modiﬁed
luminaire will be considered to be a new luminaire.
Persons placing on the market modiﬁcation
kits for incorporation into an existing luminaire
must ensure that the modiﬁed luminaire is safe
when the kit is installed in accordance with their
supplied instructions.
When placing a modiﬁed luminaire on
the market or modifying a luminaire on site,
the modiﬁed product should comply with the
requirements outlined below in this document
for new luminaires. Therefore the supplier
responsible for placing such product on the
market has the full responsibility for ensuring

its safety and compliance with all applicable
standards.
Requirements for new luminaires
(including modiﬁed luminaires)
1/ A new luminaire must be safe and should
comply with AS/NZS 60598.1 and any
relevant part 2.
2/ A new luminaire shall be marked with a
warning label that is visible while replacing
lamps. This warning label must be legible and
indelible and show the intent of ‘Warning – not
for use with any ﬂuorescent lamps, use only
<Brand> <Model Number> LED Lamp’.
3/ A new luminaire must have a fuse to protect
against short-circuits. This fuse must:
› be of the HRC type and the new luminaire
shall have a fuse replacement rating label;
› be of suitable rating;
› not be accessible when replacing the lamp;
and
› be accessible only with the use of a tool.
4/ Where a luminaire is modiﬁed to use a LED or
T8/T5 ﬂuorescent lamp adaptor, the luminaire
must continue to be safe if a T8 ﬂuorescent
lamp is re-installed, although it does not have
to function.
Requirements for retroﬁt luminaires
1/ No modiﬁcation of the original luminaire
is allowed. It is assumed that the original
luminaire will have been fully compliant with
AS/NZS 60598.1 and any applicable part 2.
2/The replacement of a glow starter compliant
with AS/NZS 60155 with other devices does
not constitute a modiﬁcation of the luminaire
itself. However the use of such devices
should not compromise safety when used in
luminaires.
Requirements for LED tubes
1/ The tube shall comply with the requirements
of: AS/NZS 61347.1, IEC 61347.2.13 and
relevant requirements of AS/NZS 60598.1;
Note: IEC 62031 may be used in lieu of IEC
61347.2.13
2/ Irrespective of the standards mentioned
above, where the product has unique
characteristics, assessments of safety must
adequately cover all risks of the product.
This may involve the use of several other
Australia and New Zealand standards
and/or international standards and other
assessments to ensure the product is
electrically safe.
3/ Assessment of the tube to ensure no
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Master Electricians
backs competency-based
apprenticeships

access to live parts can be achieved during
installation.
4/ Full installation instructions and diagrams shall
be provided.
5/ LED tube shall be capable of being ﬁtted into
an un-modiﬁed luminaires without causing a
safety hazard, although it does not have to
function.
Requirements for T8 to T5 ﬂuorescent
lamp adaptor assemblies
1/ The adaptor is a prescribed/declared article
and shall be safety approved as a ‘Fluorescent
lamp ballast’.
2/ The ﬂuorescent lamp adaptor assembly
shall comply with AS/NZS 61347.1, AS/NZS
61347.2.3 and relevant requirements of
AS/NZS 60598.1.
3/ Irrespective of the standards mentioned
above, where the product has unique
characteristics, assessments of safety must
adequately cover all risks of the product.
This may involve the use of several other
Australia and New Zealand standards
and/or international standards and other
assessments to ensure the product is
electrically safe.
4/ Assessment of the adaptor to ensure no
access to live parts can be achieved during
installation.
5/ Full installation instructions and diagrams shall
be provided.
6/ T8/T5 ﬂuorescent lamp adaptor assemblies
shall be capable of being ﬁtted into an
unmodiﬁed luminaires without causing a
safety hazard, although it does not have to
function.
NOTE: Currently there are no speciﬁc
safety standards for LED T8/T5
replacement tubes. However, suppliers
should be aware that consideration for
standardisation is underway and once an
Australia and New Zealand standard is
published, it will be expected to provide
a presumption of conformity with the
requirements of AS/NZS 3820. Additional
considerations
This recommendation is made by ERAC. Only the
implications with regard to electrical safety have
been considered.
For the above products there may be other
requirements, such as EMC, energy efﬁciency,
performance, emergency lighting applications,
fair trading, trade practices etc.

In mid-October, Master Electricians
Australia (MEA) threw its support behind
an industry push to overhaul electrical
apprenticeships and shift to a competencybased training system.
MEA chief executive Malcolm Richards said
the proposal, advanced by industry skills council
EE-Oz, would help meet the massive demand for
skilled electrical workers expected in coming years
without compromising safety or skill levels.
“We fully support competency-based
apprenticeships and believe apprentices should
progress through the stages as they pass the
appropriate on- and off-the-job competencies,” Mr
Richards said.
“This will mean some are able to progress
more quickly than traditionally, while others may
take longer than four years to demonstrate the
competencies. We also believe close industry input
will be needed to devise the appropriate system for
progressing apprentices from one stage to another.”
Mr Richards said the existing training scheme
was devised decades ago to suit the training and
industrial methods of Australia at that time.
“Training methods and the demands of the
workplace have changed signiﬁcantly, and it’s time
the apprenticeship system was revised to keep up
with the changing nature of the industry.
“We know, for example, that the resources

boom will place a very signiﬁcant drain on
skilled electrical workers in the next four or ﬁve
years. This in turn will ﬂow through to restrict
the availability of workers in the industrial and
domestic sectors of the electrical sector driving
up costs for building and household work.
“Master Electricians believes this looming
skills shortage can be eased by reforming the
apprenticeship system to allow workers who
have demonstrated the necessary skills and
competencies to advance through their training
more quickly.
“Sticking rigidly to time-based training shortchanges talented and enthusiastic apprentices
who prove themselves ready and able to move to
higher duties. While we would be very concerned
to ensure apprentices were not cutting corners
in their training, we believe this can be managed
through adequate industry involvement and
supervision.
“Australia faces a range of new challenges in
relation to electrical trade skills in coming years,
and it’s time our training system was reviewed to
take account of those new challenges.”
NOTE: ESV will work with the registered
training organisations and others to ensure
that any course that is developed does not
compromise Victoria’s high levels of safety
for consumers and workers.

High standards of solar
installations maintained in “rush”
The State Government’s announced
changes to the feed-in tariff for domestic
solar electric systems came into effect on
30 September. The transitional feed-in tariff
is now paid at 25 cents per kilowatt hour,
down from the premium tariff of 60 cents.
Writing in the recent NECA newsletter, the
Director of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon, said:
“While industry reported a late rush of people

Death of Charles
Trethowan AM
The man who started work as a 14-year-old
ofﬁce boy with the State Electricity Commission
(SEC) at Ballarat and who rose to become its
chairman and general manager has died.
Charles Trethowan was the much respected
leader of the SEC during his time in the top job
from 1974 to 1987. He died at his home in East
Melbourne on 10 October, aged 85.
While the SEC was not subject to downsizing,
corporatisation or privatisation during his time

keen to install solar systems to qualify for
the premium tariff before the 30 September
deadline, I am pleased to report that installers
maintained their high standards during this
busy time.
“While some sectors expressed concern that
safety may be compromised, ESV has not seen
any evidence of installers or inspectors taking
short-cuts in the rush to beat the deadline.”

at the top, the industry faced many challenges
nevertheless – not the least of which was
expanding the network to meet a growing
population while facing challenges from unions,
environmentalists and politicians.
He was the youngest person to be appointed
chairman and he was also the ﬁrst who did not come
from an engineering background. His qualiﬁcations
and experience were in the area of accounting.
Trethowan’s inﬂuence spread beyond the
power industry. After his retirement he joined
the boards of major organisations and played
a leading role in non-proﬁt, philanthropic and
academic organisations.
He was made a Member of the Order of
Australia in 1986.
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Warning
in Chinese
language
newspapers –
beware unsafe
travel adaptors
ESV is proposing another awareness
campaign across Melbourne’s Chinese
language newspapers warning of its concern
that unsafe travel adaptors are being sold
in Victoria at markets and in some discount
shops and variety stores.
The following message is being translated:
“There have been instances where the device
casing has separated into two halves, exposing
users to contact with live 240 Volts and therefore
potential electric shock.
“Due to poor contacts in the travel adaptors,
there have also been cases of overheating, which
could lead to a ﬁre and possible loss of life.
“The travel adaptors are all marked 10A 250V,
but do not have the required approval marking.

“The design is such that it does not prevent
the insertion of one pin of the plug while the other
pin(s) are overhanging the socket-outlet, nor does
the design prevent the insertion of an earthing pin
into a live contact.
“There is even the chance a user may contact
the 240 Volt contacts, which would result in an
electric shock being received. These unsafe travel
adaptors also don’t have a round plug face and
some are marked with incorrect active and neutral
polarity. New travel adaptors are required to be
ﬁtted with insulated live plug pins.”
Final message: “Do not put yourself or your
family at risk. Check your travel adaptors now and
dispose of any that resemble those described
above or that don’t have an approval marking.”

Two non-compliant
travel adaptors.

Going up in
the world
ESV is on the move. Our Southbank
ofﬁce is relocating on 12 December,
but we’re not going far.
You’ll still ﬁnd us at 4 Riverside Quay,
Southbank, but we’re moving from the
third to the ﬁfth ﬂoor.
The Director of Energy Safety, Paul
Fearon, said the move would enable ESV
to better accommodate its growing team
in a modern environment.
”ESV’s role as the energy safety
regulator for Victoria has grown since its
formation in 2005 and has been further
enhanced following the bushﬁres of 2009,”
he said. “Our Southbank-based team has
grown from 60 to 82 and this had lead to
the need for additional ofﬁce space.”
Phone numbers will remain the same
and you can contact the ESV switchboard
on 9203 9700.
From 12 December, the address will be:
Level 5, Building 2, 4 Riverside Quay
Southbank, Victoria 3006.
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ESV appoints
executive to
head new
division
ESV has established a new division, Gas &
Pipeline Infrastructure Safety, to assist the
organisation’s enhanced responsibilities
in relation to critical infrastructure safety
across gas distribution, gas transmission
and other pipelines companies.
Graeme Cook joined ESV in mid-November to
head the new division as Executive Manager, Gas
& Pipeline Infrastructure Safety.
He was previously Executive General Manager
Strategic Projects with the Australian Energy
Market Operator (AEMO) and was responsible for,
among other things, establishing the short-term
gas trading markets in NSW and SA.
Announcing the appointment, ESV’s Director
of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon, said that Graeme
brings a wealth of executive experience to ESV
including being the interim CEO of VENCorp
during the transition to AEMO, and holding a
variety of general management responsibilities in
that organisation covering energy infrastructure
planning and gas market operations.
“Graeme’s background in gas started in the
Gas & Fuel Corporation from where he progressed
through a number of technical and management
roles in the industry, gaining extensive stakeholder
management and regulatory experience along the
way.”
Announcing the new division, Mr Fearon said
it would help meet ESV’s enhanced responsibilities
in relation to critical infrastructure safety.
“As a result of the very signiﬁcant and
growing responsibilities associated with electrical

infrastructure safety following the 2009 Victorian
Bushﬁres Royal Commission and soon the
outworking of the Bushﬁres Taskforce, I have
decided that the existing Infrastructure division will
be split and the new division created.”
He said that Rob Skene would remain as
Executive Manager Electricity Infrastructure and
would focus on the broadening responsibilities in
this division.
“The current organisation structure no longer
supports the increasing responsibility ESV is
charged with across all aspects of infrastructure
regulation and safety,” he said.
“In particular, developments in the external
environment especially greater awareness of the
risk and impact of catastrophic but low probability
events has resulted in a need to increase the
resource capability and increase the scope
and focus of regulating critical energy supply
infrastructure relative to other areas ESV has
traditionally concentrated on, such as licensing
and energy appliances and installations.
“For the new division the changed
environment requires greater resourcing and focus
on improving the analysis of data and knowledge
across the full array of activities of gas distribution,
gas transmission and other pipelines companies.
“This means more detailed attention being
paid to safety initiatives such as those dealing with
the integrity of infrastructure, increased effective
stakeholder relationships and engagement in
safety management policy and implementing
safety case plans and auditing.”
He said the division would be responsible
for ensuring the safety of the conveyance, sale,
supply, measurement, control and use of gas in
Victoria.
The division is also responsible for ensuring
the cathodic protection of underground structures
and the safety of existing and new oil, gas and
other pipelines in Victoria.
“The expectations of this division is that it
will take the lead in proactively implementing
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government and community expectations
regarding future safety regimes for the gas supply
industry and that the Executive Manager will
proactively implement the new directions of ESV
and resource this division to ensure it delivers on
its accountabilities.
“This change will provide additional support
to the staff within the division with a more
dedicated focus at the executive level.
“I am conﬁdent that these new arrangements
will make sure ESV meets the expectations of
government and community, and that it has the
capacity to remain highly relevant, engaged and
respected in its role as the state’s energy safety
regulator,” he said.

Executive Manager, Gas & Pipeline Infrastructure
Safety, Graeme Cook.

InstalTest Combo
Single & 3 Phase Multi-Function Tester for All Your
Electrical Installation Testing and Verification.


Replaces 5 instruments with 12 tests in
one instrument.



Single & 3 phase installation testing to
AS/NZS3017 covering earth continuity,
insulation resistance, polarity, correct
connections, fault loop impedance and
RCD testing.



Optional 3 phase adaptors for safe, quick
and reliable 3 phase testing from the 3
phase socket outlet - no need for probing!

InstalTest
COMBO 3125
$999
ex GST

Optional MI-TPI for 3 phase
testing of RCDs, fault loop etc.

Call EMONA on tel: 1 800 632 953, email: testinst@emona.com.au or www.instaltest.com.au
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Concern on
“energy saving”
device supplied
to Victorian
households
ESV has conducted extensive testing on
an “energy saving” product that is being
promoted across Victoria and other parts
of Australia with claims that it will reduce
energy use by between 30 – 40 per cent.
Consumer Affairs Victoria alerted ESV to the
device, which has been called an “Energy Saving
Box”, because of fears that the energy saving
claims could be misleading and deceptive, and
the product may be dangerous.
ESV determined that the device poses an
unacceptable shock hazard. AS/NZS 3100,
Clause 3.14 limits volts across pins to 34V at one
second after withdrawal from supply. ESV tests
showed the Capacitor Discharge Calculation was
144.83Vdc.
Two examples of the product supplied to
Victorian consumers were sent to ESV for testing.
It was found that the pins for the device do
not comply with AS/NZS 3112 for a number of
reasons, including a lack of insulation, and there
is a safety concern inside the units involving the
soldering of the wires to the pins.

Death of
electrician in
NSW under
investigation
WorkCover, NSW, has launched an
investigation into the death of an
electrician who was electrocuted near

As far as ESV is aware, these units have
not been tested in Australia for electrical safety,
including glow wire and needle ﬂame testing. It
is likely laboratory testing could produce further
failures.
Consumer Affairs Victoria believes that several
thousand of the devices have been supplied to
Victorian consumers. There are reports that about
8000 of the devices, valued at an estimated
$1.7 million, have been distributed nationwide over
the past 18 months.
There are reports in Sydney that households
have been the target of aggressive telemarketers
who threaten to disconnect their power and

impose ﬁnes of $1000 unless they buy the device.
People are also told they were selected to
have the energy device installed in their home and
would be reimbursed the $219 purchase price
within three months.
The NSW Ofﬁce of Fair Trading found that
the plug portion of the device did not comply with
the relevant standard and that there was also an
unacceptable shock hazard.
Independent testing by Choice magazine
found that the device provided no energy
savings at all and actually added to the power
bill, even when every other appliance was
turned off.

Beware of this
so-called energy saving
device, which poses an
unacceptable shock
hazard.

Nimbin, in mid-October.
According to media reports, a 31-year-old
Goonellabah man was carrying out electrical
work at the Klassic Lodge in Nimbin Rd,
Goolmangar, when the incident occurred.
It’s believed he was working on underground
utilities in a two-foot deep ditch when he
contacted live wires and was electrocuted.
Paramedics from Lismore rushed to the
scene but were unable to access the man
because of live wires. Technicians attended
not long after and rendered the area safe,
but the man had died.

Power to 800 homes was switched off and
a crime scene established. It is understood the
electrician was employed by a Lismore company.
A WorkCover NSW spokesman said they had
launched an investigation into the death.
“We are conducting further inquiries and
interviews with people who were there,” the
spokesman said. “(We investigate whether there
were) any breaches of the Occupational Health
and Safety Act and if there were any we would
take any measures we thought were appropriate.
But it is still very early in the investigation.”
A report will be prepared for the coroner.
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ESV warning over the sale
and purchase of non-genuine
components
By Ignazio Cannizzo, ESV’s Manager
Complex Gas Appliance Safety
ESV is reproducing Honeywell’s Product
Bulletin below to assist in getting the
company’s important safety message
across to all relevant gas industry people.
Honeywell is concerned that ignition modules
that have not been imported via its formal
channels are being distributed in Australia. The
company is not certain of the product’s origin or
whether it is a genuine component.
ESV will investigate where it is alleged a gas
appliance component sold or bought for use on
a gas appliance in Victoria is not genuine and has
not gone through the stringent manufacturing,
testing and approval process required.
It will consider instigating prosecution
proceedings against an individual or a company
responsible for buying or selling a non-genuine
component.

Honeywell Product Bulletin: S8610U3009
From Alan Conley, Honeywell’s Paciﬁc
Combustion Manager:
“I am writing to you regarding some serious
concerns that we have regarding the supply of the
aforementioned product. We are concerned that
some product is being distributed in Australia that
has not been imported via the formal Honeywell
channels. As such, Honeywell cannot be certain
of the origin of the product and whether they are
genuine components. The S8610U3009 is a gas
safety control and traceability is a very important
issue with regard to quality assurance.
“In an effort to manage the risks associated
with inappropriate products in the Australian
market, mitigate the risk of potentially counterfeit
products circulating and maintain our customers’
conﬁdence in the product, Honeywell has elected
to take the following actions:
» Until further notice this particular product will only
be available via three distribution points (see below).
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» Tamperproof labels will be issued that will
be afﬁxed to the product that will help to
determine authenticity.
» Warranty returns will not be honoured
without an accompanying invoice from
point of purchase and until the validity of
the product is conﬁrmed (Normal warranty
conditions apply).
“Honeywell would urge you if you are in anyway
unsure or suspect of the origin of products you
are currently stocking to advise us so that we can
verify the authenticity of the product.
“We would like to apologise if this action
causes any inconvenience to our valued
customers and assure you that the safe operation
of all Honeywell components and the appliances
within which they are installed is of utmost
importance to us.”
Distribution points for the product
Northern Gas
1 Vernon Ave, Heidelberg Heights VIC 3081
T 03 9457 2912 F 03 9455 3662
Totaline
AHI Carrier (Australia) Pty Ltd
152 Wellington Rd Clayton VIC
T 03 8549 7077 F 03 8549 7058
Brivis Spare Parts
61 Malcolm Rd, Braeside VIC 3195
T 1300 BRIVIS (1300 274 847) F 1800 456 699

HV Switching
Fully simulated training environment
Practical switching and
earthing training at our facility
No minimum enrolment numbers
Special introductory rate!

Instrumentation
&=O¥=JLA;9L=¥!.¥;GMJK=¥FGO¥=FJGDDAF?

Hazardous Areas
HA courses now enrolling
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Bushﬁres
Substantial effort and resource was directed at
implementing the recommendations of the 2009
Victorian Bushﬁres Royal Commission, as well as
testing, challenging and exposing the performance
of industry whose principal responsibility was the
management and mitigation of all risks, including
that of bushﬁre starts, through the design,
maintenance and operation of their network assets.
The Powerline Bushﬁre Safety Taskforce
(PBST) was established by ESV in October 2010
and during the year it oversaw an extensive
program of research, analysis and stakeholder
and community consultation.
The ﬁnal report of the Taskforce will be
presented to the State Government in September
2011. It will outline a range of practical and
affordable options that utilise new and emerging
technologies, and balance the need to reduce
bushﬁre risk and maintain acceptable reliability
and security of electricity supply.
ESV issued directions to the electricity
distributors to change their asset inspection
standards and procedures in accordance with, and
in some cases exceeding, those recommended by
the 2009 Victorian Bushﬁres Royal Commission.
Advanced Metering Infrastructure review
On 21 January 2011, a Highett resident received
an electric shock as a result of an incorrectly
installed Advanced Meter. The reversed polarity
incident triggered a great deal of media and
political interest in the safety of the AMI program
and ESV commenced a formal investigation
into the incident, together with an audit of AMI
programs more broadly. Following a request by
the Minister for Energy and Resources, ESV also
undertook a general review of the qualiﬁcations
and training of installers.
The review identiﬁed some areas for
improvement by the distributors, including the
requirement for distributors to issue advice cards
to householders certifying that the meter had been
correctly installed and tested. Subsequently, ESV
observed a reduction in AMI-related inquiries and
an increase in public conﬁdence following the
implementation of the advice cards.
2010 Electric Line Clearance Regulations
The introduction of the 2010 Electric Line Clearance

Campaign alerting the community to the
dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning
ESV achieved one of its largest media proﬁles with
the launch of its most extensive public awareness
campaign in March, which urged families to
ensure their gas appliances were serviced by a
qualiﬁed gasﬁtter or service technician every two
years to prevent carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning.
Ahead of this campaign, ESV contacted all
major gas servicing organisations, gas appliance
manufacturers and gasﬁtters in Victoria alerting
them to expect a substantial increase in requests
for appliance servicing.
This campaign proved successful with
gasﬁtters across Victoria reporting a signiﬁcant
increase in demand for gas heater servicing.
Some of them found dangerous gas heaters and
disconnected them from supply.

The organisation
Meeting expectations of government and industry
has required ESV to substantially increase its
capacity in terms of skilled and experienced
technical staff, as well as the systems and
platforms to support efﬁcient regulation.
ESV continued its recruitment drive in
all divisions but there remained a continuing
difﬁculty in attracting and keeping experienced
senior technical managers and engineers in the
infrastructure and high-end gas installation areas.
ESV did have success in recruiting at other
levels and in other important areas of the business
including gas investigations, electrical training
and education,
systems audit and,
more signiﬁcantly,
compliance ofﬁcers
and inspectors to
replace the signiﬁcant
number of impending
retirements.
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ESV’s Annual Report for 2010/11 was
tabled recently in the Victorian Parliament
and can be read in full on the ESV website
at www.esv.vic.gov.au (go to About ESV/
Reports and Publications). Here we publish
edited extracts from the Foreword by ESV’s
Director of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon.

Major incidents and issues
In spite of ESV’s signiﬁcant communications
program and extensive regulatory compliance and
enforcement there were, tragically, ﬁve electricity
and gas-related deaths recorded in 2010/11.
While all the fatalities were unfortunate, the toll
was much reduced compared to the 11 deaths
in 2009/10. This was consistent with longer-term
trends that have seen the average number of
deaths reduce from seven to eight fatalities per
annum to four to ﬁve.
These fatalities, and the many reported
injuries and near misses associated with shock,
explosion and poisoning, underscore the ongoing
vigilance and focus required by ESV, particularly
in developing more effective and efﬁcient
approaches to regulation. This includes risk-based
approaches and greater focus on education and
awareness.
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ESV’s Annual
Report says
signiﬁcant
progress
made over
12 months

(ELC) Regulations and more active monitoring,
auditing and enforcement of its provisions was
another major focus for ESV during the year.
This resulted in public and media interest in
the implications for amenity and the environment
in mostly inner-urban areas.
ESV reiterated that the intent and substance
of the regulations had not changed since 1999,
but that distribution businesses and councils all
had clear obligations to ensure public safety and
supply reliability, as well as minimising bushﬁre risk
by either meeting the strict code requirements for
vegetation and tree clearance or alternative means
acceptable to ESV. ESV received the full support
of the Minister.
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ESV’s key
achievements
in 2010/11
The foreword from the Director of Energy
Safety listed a number of achievements
recorded by the organisation’s three
operational areas. They included:
Infrastructure Safety
Reviewing and approving Electrical Safety
Management Schemes for the Victorian electricity
distribution businesses and the state’s major
transmission company. A comprehensive audit
program was implemented to conﬁrm compliance
with these schemes.
Working closely with the Australian
Energy Regulator (AER) to assess the safety
considerations associated with the price reset
process under the National Economic Rules
applying to the Victorian electricity distribution
businesses.
Engaging with councils and asset owners to
ensure that land use developments in the vicinity
of licensed gas transmission pipelines did not
encroach or impinge on the integrity and safety of
those pipelines.
Reviewing integrity management plans for

Message to
regulator
The Australian Energy Regulator (AER)
should make its internet-based price
comparator service user-friendly and spell
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older transmission pipelines across the state.
Working with gas distribution companies and
WorkSafe Victoria to prepare guidance notes for
municipal councils to prevent or minimise damage
to gas pipelines in stormwater drains and sewers.
Proactively working with the Victorian
Electrolysis Committee and the Department of
Transport to evaluate the stray current mitigation
requirements associated with regenerative braking
on trains. There is currently no clear mitigation
strategy to manage the effects of any possible
increase in current ﬂows and this will remain a key
focus for ESV to resolve in the coming year.
Electrical Installations, Licensing &
Equipment Safety
Modifying the enforcement policy to target
Registered Electrical Contractors (REC) and
Licensed Electrical Inspectors (LEI) that may have
signed off non-compliant or unsafe work, as well
as exercising ESV’s power to cancel or place
conditions on licences and, if required, obtaining
injunctions to prevent offenders continuing to work.
Designing a risk-based approach to audit
Certiﬁcates of Electrical Safety (COES).
Developing a process for electricity to be
completely removed from supply in a timely
manner so that building demolition can be carried
out safely, in conjunction with retailers, distributors
and demolition contractors.
Critically reviewing and auditing TAFE
curriculum to identify out-of-date materials and

out how it plans to promote the service,
says Victoria’s Minister for Energy and
Resources, Michael O’Brien.
In a submission to an AER issues paper on
the price comparator service, the Minister said
that customers face relatively high transaction
costs in engaging with the electricity market and
savings were available of around $300 per year
on average.

0418
345
372
www.tradetechservices.com.au

improve standards associated with trade education.
Working to progress development of an
alternative to the current ESV-administered Licensed
Electrical Assessment (LEA). This would see some
elements being undertaken by registered training
organisations (RTOs) while retaining independent
and transparent testing of fundamental safety
requirements by approved providers.
Being represented on a range of AS/NZS
Standards committees to ensure ESV was being
proactive in enhancing the safety and efﬁciency
requirements of electrical installations and
equipment in Victoria. This included attending
international standards meetings for household
appliances to ensure consistency and that ESV
was up with technological advancements.
Gas Installations & Appliance Safety
Implementing a risk-based assessment
and acceptance process that will lead to
improvements in the efﬁciency of gas inspections
as well as the auditing of gas appliances at public
events, and checking on the maintenance of Type
B gas appliance installations and ensuring gas
appliance certiﬁcations at point of sale.
Building a computerised work management
system to support the risk-based assessment,
acceptance and certiﬁcation processes.
Increasing targeting of dangerous and
counterfeited gas appliances sold online through
daily audits of online sales of gas appliances for
compliance with certiﬁcation requirements and
requiring their removal when identiﬁed.
“Clear and unbiased, accessible and usable
information on available market offers helped to
make choosing a retailer easy and ensures that
customers realise real beneﬁts.
“The AER’s website and comparator service
should therefore be designed from a user’s point
of view in order to stimulate competition not
merely to attain compliance with the new national
electricity retail law.”

Trenching and Boring
UÊ
•
UÊ
•
UÊ
•
UÊ
•
UÊ
•
UÊ
•
UÊ
•
UÊ
•

Trenching and
and Boring
Boring Services
Services for
for Electricians
Electricians Plumbers
Plumbers
Underground mains
Pole to pits (Citipower
and Powercor
areas)
(VESI accredited
No. CW047)
Water
Water Tappings
Tappings
Horizontal Boring - under roads, driveways
driveways and
and pathways
pathways
Road Opening
Opening Permits
Permits
Trafﬁc
Trafﬁc Management
ManagementPlans
Plans
Pipe and
and Services
Services Locator
Locator

‘One call does it all’
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Latest
news

Extremely high
levels of CO
detected in
lounge/kitchen
By Enzo Alfonsetti, ESV’s Type A Gas
Appliance Safety Manager
During this past winter, ESV has inspected a
number of open-ﬂued heater installations in
northern Victoria following reports of carbon
monoxide spillage.
One particular installation in Bright involved
an open-ﬂued gas log ﬁre heater that had been
installed in an open-style lounge room that
communicated directly with the kitchen area.
The female occupant had been suffering from
headaches every winter over the past eight years.
The L-shaped room consisted of a lounge

room with an adjoining kitchen but without a
dividing partition between them. The room was
sufﬁciently large, approximately 10m long and
5m wide, but vents were not installed in the walls.
Any ventilation provided to the room would have
been adventitious at the very best.
The room’s large volume guaranteed that
the total input of the gas log ﬁre heater (installed
in an existing ﬁreplace with chimney that did
not have its own fabricated ﬂue) and the gas
cooking appliance resulted in a gas consumption
of signiﬁcantly less than 3 MJ/m3. Hence the
required air for ventilation could be supplied
through adventitious openings in accordance with
AS5601:2004, Clause 5.4.3.1, Note 2.
During the inspection, the heater was
operated for 10 minutes and during this time there
was no evidence of CO spillage. The rangehood
mounted over the cooking appliance in the kitchen
was then turned on. Almost immediately the ﬂame
in the gas log ﬁre heater lengthened and softened
considerably. This indicated that the negative
pressure caused by the rangehood was starving
the heating appliance of air for combustion.

ESV’s DVD and information sheets
to assist gasﬁtters on CO issues
Here’s a reminder for the gasﬁtting trades of
the initiatives developed by ESV to assist in
detecting, measuring and preventing carbon
monoxide (CO) emissions.
The DVD produced by ESV is now available
free to interested parties. It can be viewed on the
ESV website (www.esv.vic.gov.au) or ordered from
info@esv.vic.gov.au or by calling (03) 9203 9700.
As reported in previous editions of energysafe,
it reminds plumbers/gasﬁtters of the steps

that should be taken when conducting safety
inspections on gas heaters, particularly
open-ﬂued indoor gas appliances and
atmospheric burners.
It also shows the correct way to use CO
measuring equipment and the importance of
testing for negative pressure drawback.
The DVD features an introduction by Vanessa
and Scott Robinson, who lost their two young
sons to CO poisoning in late May last year.

An analysis of ﬂue products at the heating
appliance draught diverter indicated extremely high
levels of carbon monoxide spilling into the room.
Clause 5.3.1 of AS5601:2004 “Air movement
system not to affect appliance” states:
An appliance shall not be installed where the
operation of any ventilation system, air distribution
system, fan or air blower could under any
circumstances—
a/ deprive the appliance of the air required for
combustion and draught diverter dilution;
b/ cause the air pressure to be less than
atmospheric at the appliance; or
c/ otherwise adversely affect the operation of the
appliance.
NOTE: See also Clause 5.4.1
The lesson of this story is that simply relying
on adventitious openings and the 3 MJ/m3 rule of
clause 5.4.3.1 of AS5601:2004 is not enough.
Gasﬁtters must be diligent and test the
operation of gas heating appliances with and
without an extraction fan or rangehood operating
at the same time as the appliance to ensure
proper operation.

Two new Gas Information Sheets, numbers
37 and 38, are also available on the ESV website
under “Gas Professionals – Technical Information
sheets for gasﬁtters”.
Gas Information Sheet 37 provides
information about CO measuring equipment used
for measuring CO spillage from domestic gas
appliances, while Sheet 38 provides guidelines
for using CO detecting equipment and provides
testing methods to check for CO spillage from
open-ﬂued gas heaters, decorative effect gas log
ﬁres and room-sealed space heaters.
Plumbers/gasﬁtters can seek further
information on all CO issues and other gas safety
matters from ESV’s Technical Information Line on
1800 652 563.

Pre-wired off the shelf
Group metering enclosures
Making your metering easier
The new range of pre-wired group metering enclosures from B&R provide
an easy, off the shelf solution for multiple tenancy sites of up to 8 units.
These GME’s can be installed free standing using the appropriate plinth
and comply with the latest regulations to ensure a trouble free installation.
For more information, pick up a brochure from all leading electrical
wholesalers, or contact Hager B&R on 1300 850 253.

www.hagerbr.com.au
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Victoria’s ﬁrst not-for-proﬁt
electrical contractor opens
doors for apprentices
GBE Electrical is the ﬁrst
electrical contractor in
Victoria to acquire notfor-proﬁt status. It is,
primarily, a business –
but one that channels
its energies, and surplus
funds, into creating
employment opportunities
for disadvantaged
Australians.
The company goes out of its way to give
apprenticeships to those most overlooked in the
electrical industry: women, mature-age students,
Indigenous Australians, people with a disability or
mental illness, new arrivals to Australia and tenants
of subsidised housing.
For every A-Grade electrician, GBE employs
one apprentice – then pays their way through their
schooling. Any surplus revenue earned by GBE is
returned to the business to employ more people.
GBE Electrical is part of a growing social
enterprise movement. The already successful
seven-year-old electrical contracting business was
acquired in 2010 by WISE Employment – a notfor-proﬁt organisation with an aim of supporting
disadvantaged members of the community and
provide assistance to job seekers and employers.
They take a progressive approach to social
enterprise and community investment, reinvesting
their surplus funds into projects and programs
that beneﬁt the most marginalised and undersupported sections of our community.
WISE saw a place for GBE Electrical alongside
their other social enterprises – cleaning contractor
Clean Force Property Services and Incito
Maintenance, and acquired the company.
“Our aim is to get the job done well,” says
Manager Jared Walsh. “First and foremost GBE
is a professional electrical service. But there are
social and community beneﬁts that ﬂow from the
jobs we create.
”We provide a rare opportunity for
disadvantaged people to gain ﬁnancial stability,
independence and social mobility,” he says.
“We want to encourage disadvantaged people
back into the workforce, and we make sure that
our apprentices get the best possible opportunity
to build a career in the electrical industry,
regardless of their background. We give them
ﬁnancial help to achieve their certiﬁcation.
“We support our apprentices every step of the
way. They are empowered by the process.”

While Jared is busy ﬁnding rewarding
electrical work for his apprentices, they reward him
by being very, very keen to learn.
Trying to get an apprenticeship at 26, Keegan
Rudge was considered “too old” by potential
employers. Frustrated with all the knockbacks and
determined to ﬁnd himself an apprenticeship, and
a career, he decided to cold-call every electrical
contractor. He sat down with the phonebook to
“let his ﬁngers do the walking”.
“I started with ‘A’, and ended with ‘G’,” he
says, laughing. “GBE took me on and I’m really
thankful for that.
“I wanted a range of experiences and want to
learn as much as I can. At GBE I have the chance to
work in more areas than other apprentices I know

– domestic, commercial, rewiring, extensions. GBE
makes it easier for me because they pay my school
fees – and I get the support as well.”
Keegan is now a second-year apprentice,
busy helping to rewire a kindergarten, supporting
his wife and young baby, and clearly loves the job
he fought so hard for.
There’s beneﬁts to our clients as well, says
Jared.
“As well as getting a quality job, our clients
know they are making a real difference to the lives
of our employees.
“Our clients get to make a social contribution –
providing genuine employment and training,” says
Jared. “Our customers like the fact that GBE is
supporting a new generation of tradies.”
LEFT Jared Walsh
(in black shirt)
with his team. GBE
Electrical goes out of
its way to recruit a mix
of apprentices
under-represented
in the trade.

BELOW Keegan
Rudge (centre) with
GBE Manager Jared
Walsh (right) alongside
another enthusiastic
GBE apprentice.
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“Never seen so many
Non-compliant
unapproved and unsafe products power tools,
in the one store before”
CFLs and
powerboards
detected at
store
ESV has delivered three warning letters
to a company operating from a store at
Mt Waverley over non-compliant and unsafe
electrical products being offered for supply.
After visiting the shop in question in midJuly, one of ESV’s Equipment Safety Compliance
Ofﬁcers, Trevor Hudson, noted that he had never
seen so many unapproved and unsafe products in
the one store before.
The products in question:
Flyco 6255 hair dryers and Flyco FS330
shavers.
The letter relating to these products said that
ESV was concerned that the hair dryer would not
comply with AS/NZS 60335.2.23 and that the
shaver would not comply with AS/NZS 60335.2.8,
which are the respective Australian safety
standards for the products.
“ESV is particularly concerned that both
products were only rated at 220Vac and could

Unapproved hair dryers, shavers, power supplies,
powerboards and travel adaptors detected in only
one store.

overheat when operated at 240Vac. It was also
noted that the plugs had ﬂat (USA) pins, which are
not allowed to be supplied, or offered for supply, in
Australia,” said the letter.
Four types of power supply, models
LD-005, CLT-688D, A1265 & GB 4943
The store was warned that the products were not
designed for use in Australia.
“ESV is concerned that the power supplies
would not comply with AS/NZS 61558.2 and other
appropriate Australian safety standards,” said the
letter relating to the products.
Again, ESV expressed its concern that these
products were only rated at 220Vac and could
overheat when operated at 240Vac. It was also
noted that the plugs had ﬂat (USA) pins, which are
not allowed to be supplied, or offered for supply,
in Australia.
Two types of powerboard, models GN-307
and GN-109K
Again the products were not designed for use in
Australia.
In this instance, ESV is concerned that the
powerboard models would not comply with the
outlet device standard AS/NZS 3105 or other
appropriate Australian safety standards.

Two types of non-compliant travel
adaptors.
The letter relating to these products said: “ESV
is concerned that both types of travel adaptors
would not comply with AS/NZS 3122, which is
the Australian safety standard for socket-outlet
adaptors.
“It was noted that the grey travel adaptor had
an earth socket but no earth pin and the black
travel adaptor pins had holes in them, which is
prohibited in Australia.
“ESV is very concerned that both travel
adaptors allow the insertion of one plug pin into
a live socket-outlet, while the other live plug pin is
overhanging the socket-outlet. ESV is particularly
concerned that the design does not prevent the
insertion of the
earth pin of a plug
into a live socketoutlet, which
could cause an
electric shock.”
In all the
letters ESV
warned that
plugs and socketoutlets must
comply with AS/
NZS 3112:2004.
This standard
also requires
that the active
and neutral plug
pins be of the
insulated type.

Warning letters have been sent to a store in
Mt Waverley after one of ESV’s Enforcement
Ofﬁcers, Trevor Hudson, detected noncompliant power tools, compact ﬂuorescent
lamps and powerboards being offered for
supply when he visited the establishment in
early September.
Power tools
The store was offering for supply Royce, Wido,
Sparky, Precision, Hedo and other brand power
tools.
“ESV is concerned that some of the Royce
power tools were rated at 220Vac and could
overheat and possibly catch ﬁre when operated
at 240Vac in Australia.
“It was also noted that a staple gun was ﬁtted
with a plug having round European-style pins,
which are prohibited in Australia.
“ESV is very concerned that some nameplates
were missing required markings and many of
the power tools may not comply with testing to
the relevant part of Australian safety standard
AS/NZS 60745.2,” said one of the letters.
The store was told that portable tools
(including their supply ﬂexible cord and plug)
have been prescribed classes of electrical
equipment for many years with the most recent
prescription being on 10 June 2010, by notice
published in the Victorian Government Gazette
No. G23.
It was informed that a full list of Prescribed
Electrical Equipment is available for download from
www.esv.vic.gov.au > Electricity Professionals >
Electrical equipment and appliances > Deﬁnitions
of equipment classes.
CFLs
During the visit, Mr Hudson saw that various
bayonet cap and Edison screw compact
ﬂuorescent lamps ranging from 8 – 85 watt
were being offered for supply.
ESV is concerned that the CFLs were
rated at 220Vac and could overheat and possibly
catch ﬁre when operated at 240Vac in Australia.
ESV is also concerned that the CFLs would
not comply with the relevant Australian safety
standard AS/NZS 60968.
The letter also said that “ESV is concerned
that the CFLs were not marked with evidence of
Australian approval”.
The store was informed that ﬂuorescent
lamp ballasts, including self-ballasted CFLs,
have been a prescribed class of electrical
equipment for many years with the most recent
prescription being on 10 June 2010, by notice
published in the Victorian Government Gazette
No. G23.
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Noncompliant
products –
what the
law says

Non-compliant power tools, CFLs and
powerboards found by ESV in a Mt Waverley store.

Powerboards
“It was noted on the nameplates of powerboard
models ATO4K and ATO6K that the power ratings
were not correct and other markings were not as
required by the relevant Australian safety standard
AS/NZS 3105.
“ESV is also concerned that the powerboards

may not be designed for safe operation in Australia.
“Outlet devices including powerboards have
been a prescribed class of electrical equipment
for many years with the most recent prescription
being on 10 June 2010, by notice published in the
Victorian Government Gazette No. G23,” said the
third letter.

In all cases where non-compliant
products are detected, those
responsible are warned by ESV that
Section 54 of the Electricity Safety
Act 1998 (the Act) states (in part):
A person must not supply or offer to
supply electrical equipment unless –
a/ the equipment complies with the
minimum standards prescribed for
equipment of that class;
The penalty for non-compliance is up
to $4886 for a natural person and in the
case of a body corporate up to $24,428.
It is also advised that under Section 57(2)
of the Electricity Safety Act 1998 (the Act) –
A person must not supply or offer to
supply electrical equipment prescribed
under sub-section (1) unless the
equipment –
a/ Is approved by ESV and is marked as
prescribed; or
b/ Is approved by a prescribed authority
or, under the regulations, is deemed
to be approved; or
c/ Is certiﬁed in accordance with a
prescribed method or prescribed
process.
The penalty for non-compliance is again up
to $4886 for a natural person and in the
case of a body corporate up to $24,428.
ESV may also serve Infringement Notices
for any failure to comply with the Act. The
penalty for an Infringement Notice ranges
from $489 to $2443 for each breach.
They are told that proceeding to legal
action and infringements can be avoided
if it is decided to discontinue the supply of
any unapproved items.
Those responsible are also required
to supply ESV with a written statement
advising:
» Full contact details of the supplier of
the products, plus proof of purchase
if available;
» Total number of each product sold,
and numbers still in stock;
» Why this electrical equipment was
being sold without an Australian
approval marking;
» What has been done with existing
stock of these products;
» Actions being taken to ensure that
all unsafe and prescribed electrical
equipment without approval, is
immediately withdrawn from supply;
and
» That the company understands the
requirements of Sections 54 & 57(2)
of the Act.
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Recent
prosecutions
ESV has recently taken legal » An unlicensed and unregistered person
was charged with as an ofﬁcer of a company
proceedings against the
carrying on contracting work without
registration; aiding and abetting another
following individuals and
person to carry on electrical installation work
companies. From 2012,
when that person was not licensed to do so;
as an ofﬁcer of a company engaging a person
ESV will be publishing
the names of individuals
Nov Dec Jan Feb
convicted of offences.
10
10
11
11
Infringement
Total 2
6
1
1
» An LEIW was charged with 10 counts of
notice
failing to give a Certiﬁcate of Electrical Safety
summary
(COES) to ESV within the required time, and

»
»

»

giving misleading information to ESV. The
defendant was ﬁned a total of $2500 on the
two charges without conviction and ordered
to pay costs of $2700.
An LEIW was charged with failing to
give a COES to ESV within the required
time. The defendant was ﬁned $800
without conviction.
An LEIW was charged with breaching an
undertaking and was sentenced again on
charges of carrying out electrical installation
work that was not in accordance with
licence conditions, installing unsafe electrical
equipment and carrying out work that did
not comply with the Electricity Safety Act and
regulations. The defendant was convicted,
ﬁned $1500 and ordered to pay costs of
$1211.18.
A “D Class” licence holder was charged
with carrying out electrical installation work
when not holding the proper class of licence,
and holding out that he could carry out
electrical contracting when not registered
as an REC. The defendant was ﬁned $2000
without conviction and ordered to pay costs
of $1111.

Rugby fever
causes power
outages and a
near-miss
Rugby union fans in New Zealand
embraced the code’s World Cup in many
ways – unfortunately they included
power outages resulting from ﬂags and
bunting, while a teenager was reportedly
nearly killed after she and two friends
snapped a 400-volt powerline by kicking
a rugby ball at it.
Auckland-based Vector Electricity said overenthusiastic displays of tournament memorabilia
had caused two power cuts in the country’s
largest city and it warned fans to be careful
how they displayed support for their teams.
In one street, it was reported that 70m
of underground cable had to be replaced
when a resident who planned to erect 15
ﬂagpoles on his property dug too deep and
cut powerlines.

Infringement
notices
2010/11
Types of
infringement
notices
issued

to carry out electrical work when the company
was not registered; and, as an ofﬁcer of a
company engaging a person to carry out
electrical work when that person was not
licensed. The defendant was convicted,
ﬁned $20,000 and ordered to pay costs
of $1481.60.

Mar
11

Apr
11

May
11

June July
11
11

Aug
11

Sep
11

Oct Total
11

2

1

2

0

2

0

0

0
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2010/2011

REC LEW
Other

Offence
Code

Offence

November 10

REC

6377

Non-complying installation work

$2921

REC

6229

Fail to give certiﬁcate within time

$117

December 10

Penalty

OTHER

3593

Unauthorised uncover or expose gas pipe

$1168

REC

6242

Fails to give certiﬁcate within time

$117

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$584

OTHER

6211

Unregistered person carries out work

$584

OTHER

6368

Unregistered person offers to do work

$2921

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$584

January 11

REC

6233

Fail to have connected work inspected

$467

February 11

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$597

March 11

REC

6298

Fails to give electronic notice

$234

REC

6241

Fails to complete certiﬁcate

$119

April 11

REC

6232

Fail to have work inspected by inspector

$478

May 11

REC

6219

Non-complying installation work

$597

REC

6242

Fails to give certiﬁcate within time

$119

August 11

REC

6377

Non-complying installation work

$2986

LEI

1504

LEI failed to notify defects

$239

Elsewhere in the city, a piece of bunting
was blown across overhead powerlines,
short-circuiting electricity supplies to about
50 homes.
Vector said it had launched a radio
advertising campaign to warn residents about the
potential dangers of stray bunting and planting
ﬂagpoles without checking for powerlines.
In the other incident, the teenager and
her two friends were playing with a rugby ball
outside their homes in Mt Maunganui when one
of the kicks reportedly struck the line, creating
ﬁreworks and cutting power to six houses.
Janie Bowring, 14, was standing below
the line when it fell. She said that she was
about to touch it but her friends told her not to.
Anaru Williams, 15, who kicked the ball,
said: “I hit it and it fell down. It snapped in the
middle. When it was hit it was like ﬁreworks
but when it hit the ground it stopped.”
The teens had been kicking the ball in the
street regularly in the previous few days and
claimed it had hit the line before.
A spokesman for energy provider
Powerco said the incident could have been
fatal. “It was 400 volts. We consider that low
voltage, but that is still enough to be lethal.”

ESV
opening
hours for
Christmas/
new year
ESV’s Southbank and
Glen Waverley ofﬁces
will close from noon on
Friday 23 December 2011
and will re-open at
8.30am on Tuesday,
3 January, 2012. During
this time ESV staff will
be available to respond
to gas and electricity
emergencies.
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Retirement of longstanding Gas Inspector

Regan takes out ESV
plumbing award

After a career in plumbing and gasﬁtting spanning more than
50 years, ESV Gas Inspector and Type B appliance specialist Peter
Ryan has decided it’s time to start enjoying a well-earned retirement,
which will include spending more time with his family and pursuing
other interests.
ESV formally farewelled Peter at the end of October.
It was January 1961 when 15-year-old Peter started his apprenticeship
with the Gas & Fuel Corporation at its New St, Brighton, depot. In those days
he rode his bicycle six miles from home to work and then back again.
He remembers his ﬁrst week was spent soldering the couplings into lead
meter connections.
Peter left G&F to gain more experience in general plumbing. Positions
included working as a foreman for Cooper Contracting managing plumbing
projects – the largest being the Eastbridge Migrant Hostel in Nunawading.
He also worked as a foreman with Leighton Contractors managing the
plumbing on two inner-city jobs and one project at Rylands at Geelong.
After ﬁve years of self-employment, Peter rejoined G&F in 1986 and,
because of his experience supervising labour, was promoted to a supervisor
position after 18 months.
When based at Port Melbourne, Peter would drive to work then leave the
van and run 10 miles home. Next day he would run the 10 miles back to work
then drive home. This was good training to run marathons.
In fact, Peter has completed 12 Melbourne Marathons. After 10 such
events, one becomes a Spartan and Peter is Spartan 594.
When an internal position at G&F came up for a Type B Gas Inspector in
1990, Peter successfully applied for the position and graduated to the specialist
position inspecting industrial work, a role that occupied his career with three
different organisations – G&F, the Ofﬁce of Gas Safety and ESV.
With four children and six grandchildren, Peter will be busy in retirement.
Having moved to the Mornington Peninsula he proposes to get a boat and
spend more time motorcycling.

Congratulations to Regan Beasley, winner of the Fourth-Year ESV
Plumbing Apprentice of the Year category at the 370° Group
Excellence Awards, which were held at the end of September.
Regan was presented with the award by the Director of Energy Safety,
Paul Fearon.
The Awards recognise trainees and apprentices who have displayed
excellence in their “on the job” performance and “off the job” studies.
Regan, 25 from Hillside, is hosted by PJM Engineering Services and
really enjoys the variety of his job. While he has worked with PJM for most of his
apprenticeship, he spent a couple of months with AE Smith during his ﬁrst year,
working on the new international terminal extension at Melbourne Airport. He
also spent some time with D&E working at the DFO South Wharf precinct.
PJM has given Regan the opportunity to work on various refurbishments
in and around the city.
“Having gained valuable
experience with PJM, I would feel
quite comfortable in supervising
jobs in the future,” he says.
When not at work, Regan’s
hobbies include tinkering with cars
and motorbike riding. He is also a
qualiﬁed mechanic.
Five major awards were
ESV’s Director of Energy Safety,
presented and the winners each
Paul Fearon, presents
received a $1000 travel voucher.
Regan Beasley with his award.

AUSTRALIA’S LEADING INDUSTRY SEVERANCE SCHEME

Keep tabs on your account
You can access your Protect account whenever you
like, through a secure section of the Protect website:
www.protect.net.au or by downloading ‘Protect’
from the iPhone App Store.
To access your account online, you need your
membership number and a password. Call Protect
on 1300 344 249 for your password.
Online access enables you to:
Retiring Gas Inspector Peter Ryan with Paul Bonsak, ESV’s Executive
Manager, Gas Installations and Appliance Safety.

> view your account balance
> view employer contributions to your account
> view payments made from your account
> access severance claim forms
> update your personal details including address,
email and contact numbers.

www.protect.net.au
Peter Ryan (pictured centre) with ESV colleagues at his farewell.

1300 344 249
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Training award
winner inspires
a generation of
students
Meet Noel Roney, the ﬁrst winner of the
Plumbing Industry Training “Trainer Award”.
After 20 years dedicated to training
plumbers and gasﬁtters, Noel, who is the
Plumbing Program Coordinator at Swinburne
University of Technology, is a joint winner of the
new Trainer category of the Plumbing Industry
Training Awards with Graham Vaile, of Holmesglen
TAFE. The inaugural award applauds an educator
who has made a difference to learning by inspiring
and encouraging students.
Nominated for the award by his Swinburne
colleagues, Noel has trained a generation
of apprentice and qualiﬁed plumbers,
sending them out into the world with licence level
gasﬁtting and Type A appliance servicing skills.
Noel’s passion for teaching is not only
about passing on the current way of doing
things – he is training his students to be learners
for life. “The future of our country is in the hands
of our young, so we must strive to provide the
highest level of training in preparation for

the challenges that lie ahead,” says Noel.
“I’d like to pass on more than the knowledge
and skills I’ve learned. I want to encourage
them to continue to learn and keep up-to-date.”
Noel impresses upon his students to do
as much professional development as possible.
As well as having a sound interpretation of
Australian Standards, which detail requirements
such as consumer pipe sizing, ﬂuing, ventilation
and speciﬁc appliance installations, gasﬁtters also
need to understand basic electrical principles
because so many modern gas appliances
incorporate electronic circuitry. Noel’s students
now learn as much about electrical safety as
gasﬁtting safety.
So what else makes a good gassie?
“A depth of knowledge and experience,”
says Noel. “Often you need to be able to
diagnose and repair faults with very little
appliance information available to you.
It’s important to approach your work in a
very systematic manner, otherwise it’s very
difﬁcult to be cost-effective. The challenge for a
gas appliance service person is to carry out the
repair in one visit without having to leave the job to
chase up parts.”
It’s not all about technical skills, either, says
Noel. Good presentation is the secret to success
in plumbing and gasﬁtting. You need to have
good communication skills, presentation skills,
and excellent customer relations.
Noel takes pride in helping his students

through the challenges of work, family and
home life. Part of his role is to build conﬁdence
and support students to become better people.
“Whether we like it or not, an important part
of training is mentoring,” he says.
It’s very satisfying for Noel to see
problem students with poor attitude turn the
corner and apply themselves: “Often it’s because
a teacher has taken them aside and convinced
them to ‘stick at it’. It’s even better when
students return with a new attitude and a new
determination to complete their studies. It’s
great to see the expression on their faces
when they master new skills.”
Noel’s greatest satisfaction is to see his
students successfully go out into the world
to practise their trade, then with their own
apprentices. “It’s a real buzz to have students
come back and shake my hand and tell me
they have just started their ﬁrst apprentice –
sometimes their second and third. That’s the
best reward.”
Plumbing Industry Commissioner Tony Arnel
congratulated Noel on his Trainer Award and
presented him with a crystal trophy, a certiﬁcate
and $1000.
“Further training of plumbing practitioners
is vital to the continuation of Victoria’s economic
growth,” said Tony. “This will become even more
important as water conservation, efﬁciency and
reuse, and broader sustainability measures
become more commonplace.”

Noel Roney receiving
the Trainer Award,
pictured with the
Minister for Planning
Matthew Guy.
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Message for gasﬁtters –
always inspect the ﬂue
and its termination
By Michael Weber, ESV’s Technical Writer
It’s important to visually inspect the ﬂue and its
termination every time you attend a job to service
or replace a gas appliance.
Look at the ﬂue carefully. It may have met
all the requirements of the manufacturer and
Australian standards when it was originally
installed but situations change; ﬂues decay and
deteriorate or buildings are modiﬁed, extended or
rebuilt.
Proper ﬂueing should perform the following
functions to ensure safe and dependable
operation of the appliance:
1/ Convey all the combustion products to the
outside atmosphere.
2/ Protect the building structure from ﬁre hazards
resulting from the heat of the ﬂue.
3/ Prevent condensation of water vapour present
in the combustion products.
4/ Provide good draw through the ﬂue to avoid
spillage of the combustion products into the
room.
Pictured below is an example where the original
ﬂue was installed correctly, but is no longer
satisfactory due to the house extension.

Government
commits
$25 million
to potential
geothermal
plant
The Victorian State Government announced in
early November that it had provided a $25 million
investment in a grid-connected geothermal

The ﬂue once terminated correctly above
the roof line and with sufﬁcient clearance around
the ﬂue terminal. The addition of this extension
compromises the ﬂue, which is now far too close
to the building and no longer terminates above the
roof line.
This situation throws up a number of problems
that include:
1/ Combustion products entering through
windows.
2/ Hot gases striking combustible surfaces.
3/ Downdrafts forcing combustion products
back into the house.
4/ Incorrect ﬂue terminal location and distances
to structures.
5/ Water vapour from combustion products
accumulating on walls and eaves of the
extension.
Australian Standard AS 5601-2004
AS 5601-2004 has a number of provisions that
must be met before a ﬂue is considered correctly
installed. Below are excerpts from this standard.
Combustion products entering through
windows
AS 5601-2004 Section 5.13.3.3 Flue gases
not to cause a nuisance Where ﬂue gases may
enter a building or cause a nuisance to any person
in the vicinity, this shall be prevented.
NOTE: Means of prevention include ﬂueing
to above roof height, special selection of the ﬂue
terminal and terminal location, and power ﬂueing.
Environmental authorities may have additional
requirements for such situations.
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Downdrafts forcing combustion products
back into the house
AS 5601-2004 Section 5.13.6.1 The
termination point of a ﬂue to be located to
avoid downdraught The termination point of a
ﬂue shall be so located in relation to neighbouring
structures that wind from any direction will not be
likely to create downdraught in the ﬂue or chimney.
Flue terminals must be located to ensure that
regardless of wind direction the ﬂue will not be
subject to downdraught.
While AS 5601 provides basic guidelines, you
need to account for more extreme installations
where building design may cause additional
problems. Having the ﬂue too close to the building
wall may cause signiﬁcant pressure imbalances
and lead to downdraught problems.
Flue terminal location
AS 5601-2004 clearly explains how ﬂue terminals
should be located. A vital part of any ﬂue installation
is to ensure that minimum clearances are satisﬁed.
AS 5601 Section 5.13.6.2 part (a)
Terminating a ﬂue above a roof states where a
ﬂue is to terminate above—
(a) a roof, the end of the ﬂue shall be at least
500mm from the nearest part of the roof;
AS 5601-2004 Section 5.13.6.4 Location
of ﬂue terminal states:
A ﬂue terminal shall be—
a/ at least 1m horizontally from a neighbouring
structure; or
b/ if less than 1m horizontally from a
neighbouring structure, at least 500mm above
that structure;
c/ at least 1.5m from any opening into a building;
and
d/ at least 200mm from another ﬂue terminal.

Hot gases striking combustible materials
AS 5601-2004 Section 5.13.5.4 Temperature
limitation of combustible surfaces near a
ﬂue or chimney
The clearance between a combustible surface
and a ﬂue or chimney shall be sufﬁcient to ensure
the temperature of the combustible surface does
not exceed 50°C above ambient.

Condensed water vapour from combustion
products
There are no speciﬁc references to water vapour
condensate in AS 5601-2004, however, the
proximity of the ﬂue terminal as shown in the
picture suggests water vapour may condense on
the building and at the very least will leave stains or
at worst the moisture may penetrate the building
material and cause it to deteriorate.
So remember to always inspect the ﬂue
as part of any job you take on. An appliance
without correct ﬂue operation could spell poor
performance and danger to the occupants.

demonstration project near Geelong.
The Minister for Energy and Resources,
Michael O’Brien, said that Greenearth Energy Ltd
had signed a contract with the Government for
the Geelong Geothermal Power Project (GGPP),
which could result in a 140-megawatt (MW)
geothermal power plant providing renewable
power for 100,000 homes.
“Realisation of this geothermal resource is
still some time away, but this grant will support
Greenearth Energy to prove the geothermal
resource and pilot a 12MW power station using
hot water from about 4km beneath the surface,”
said the Minister.
The staged approach to GGPP will initially
conﬁrm the productive properties of the target
hot sedimentary geothermal aquifer and – if a

geothermal resource is proven – then develop a
commercial geothermal plant that could produce
up to 140MW of baseload energy.
The Government will contribute $5 million to
help Greenearth prove the geothermal resource,
with a further $20 million to be made available if
milestones are met and a 12MW grid-connected
demonstration plant is built.
While a site for the project is yet to be ﬁnalised,
Greenearth holds an exploration licence that covers
an area around the Geelong-area townships of
Gherang, Wensleydale and Anglesea.
“Greenearth would have to satisfy rigorous
and comprehensive planning and environmental
regulations and carry out local community
consultation before any work could begin,”
Mr O’Brien said.
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Recent appointments
at ESV

ESV appoints new Manager
Electrical Infrastructure Safety
In a career that started as a cadet with
the former State Electricity Commission
of Victoria (SECV), Noel Murray has been
appointed ESV’s Manager Electrical
Infrastructure Safety.
Noel brings with him extensive management
and technical experience from his early days
with the SECV, through his time in the electrical
contracting industry and more recently in the
regulatory sphere with the Australian Energy
Market Operator (AEMO).
He joined ESV earlier this year in the contract
role of Acting Manager Gas Infrastructure Safety.
Noel became a full-time staff member on
1 November, and moved into the new role when
Graeme Cook started as Executive Manager Gas
and Pipeline Infrastructure Safety (See article on
page 11).
He underwent a number of years of training
with the SECV before starting as an Electrical
Technical Ofﬁcer specialising in Primary Plant and
Secondary Protection, Controls and Metering
schemes.

Later Noel moved to private enterprise and
progressed through the ranks into management
positions including managing large service teams
in two of Victoria’s leading electrical contracting
companies. He was a divisional manager in both
organisations.
In 2008 he decided to broaden his career path
by moving from electricity to gas, which involved
taking on numerous challenges.
Within the gas industry, Noel’s responsibilities
included managing AEMO’s Gas Control Centre,
system security of the Victorian gas transmission
network and operations of multiple wholesale gas
markets across eastern Australia.
Among a number of career highlights he includes:
» Maintaining system security in the Victorian
Gas Transmission Network for three years
without any breaches and sound operation of
the VIC, NSW and SA wholesale gas markets.
» Introducing two new wholesale gas markets
(NSW/SA) into the Gas Systems Operations
business, implementing a range of new
business processes and operational
procedures and
overseeing complex
user-acceptance
testing and market
trialling.
Away from work, Noel’s
personal interests
include snow skiing,
tennis, cycling and the
Duke of Edinburgh
Award Scheme, of
which he is a Gold
Awardee.

Vanessa brings
extensive
experience to
her new role
with ESV
With nearly 20 years as a licensed electrician
and some six years in Occupational Health
and Safety roles in the construction industry,
Vanessa Garbett is making a valuable
contribution as a Compliance Ofﬁcer with
ESV’s Electrical Installation Safety team.
Vanessa joined ESV earlier this year and told
energysafe: “I am delighted to join the ESV Installation
Safety Team and look forward to contributing to
electrical industry safety for many years to come”.
Just prior to joining ESV at its Brandon Ofﬁce
Park location, Vanessa was with the solar industry,
her previous employer being Lend Lease Solar
where she was a site supervisor and OH&S
coordinator for their operations in Victoria.
Admitting that she has stopped counting
her years as an electrician, Vanessa did her
apprenticeship in Warrnambool and sat her A-Grade
exam in 1993. While she has worked mainly in
the construction industry in Melbourne, she has
also spent time in the power industry, domestic,
maintenance and solar industries.
During her time in the construction industry,
she was very much involved with the trade union
movement, predominantly in the area of OH&S
and encouraging more women into trades.
In total Vanessa has sat on the ETU’s OH&S
committee for around six years and has in recent
years completed a Certiﬁcate IV and Diploma in
OH&S.
Vanessa has two children, aged 15 and 21,
who occupy most of her spare time. Hobbies
include enjoying time with family, ﬁshing, reading
and tasting good red wine.

Noel Murray

Jason Treseder appointed to
Gas Engineer position at ESV
ESV welcomes Jason Treseder who has
joined the Gas Installation and Appliance
Safety division as a Gas Engineer.
“I am excited to be given the opportunity to
work as part of the ESV team and I look forward
to using my experience to promote safety and
efﬁciency to the gas industry and to the public,”
Jason told energysafe.
After completing Bachelor of Engineering and
Bachelor of Science degrees at the Australian
National University, Jason began his career in the
gas industry at the Australian Gas Association
(AGA) in early 2004.
During his time at the AGA, Jason was
involved in the certiﬁcation of Type A gas
appliances and components for a range of
Australian standards.
Jason eventually became a Senior Engineer

and was responsible for certiﬁcation decisions and
provided input to the standards committee.
A highlight was attending a two-week
training course in the UK at Advantica (now
British Standards Institution) where he was
trained on using the EN298 Standard to assess
automatic burner control systems.
In 2009, Jason joined Enertech Australia
Pty Ltd (now part of SAI Global) where he
was employed as a testing ofﬁcer in the gas
appliance testing area. There he was
primarily responsible for testing Type A
gas appliances to the various Australian
standards and producing the associated
test reports.
Within a short time he was endorsed by NATA
as a signatory for gas appliances and component
standards.

ABOVE Vanessa Garbett BELOW Jason Treseder
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New gas
training facility
gears up to
meet industry
needs
To meet a growing demand for specialist
training, the GippsTAFE Energy Training
Centre at Chadstone is gearing up to
be a one-stop shop for all gas training
requirements. The design has been ﬁnalised
for a new gas precinct that will be a
dedicated gas training area.
David Ellis, GippsTAFE Chadstone Campus
Manager, said: “Contractors in the gas industry are
taking a greater view of training and reducing risk,
plus the distribution networks have made it clear
they want those working on networks, including
contractors, to have a form of qualiﬁcation.”
Christine Yendall, GippsTAFE Team Leader,
Gas & Telecommunications Programs, says that
ﬁeld workers need to be able to fulﬁll more than
one task.
“There have been certain standards laid down
so when you see a team putting gas pipelines in
the street you can be sure that each of them has
at least half a dozen minimum standard things
they can do such as trafﬁc control, ﬁre etc.
“Some also have to have additional
qualiﬁcations such as Certiﬁcate II. All this is
starting to roll-out right across the industry, which
means demand for training is increasing.”
Advanced Diploma of Management
David said the new Advanced Diploma of
Management was now running with 17 students.
“This course potentially takes about two years
off a normal degree course with a university.”
For further information contact:
www.gippstafe.edu.au
CLARIFICATION. Issue 25 said GippsTAFE
offered a pilot gas apprenticeship course
(Certiﬁcate III in Gas Industry Operations). It
is a training course not an apprenticeship.

The Victorian
Electrolysis
Committee –
representing
all interested
asset owners
As reported in the last issue of energysafe,
the two major causes of stray current
corrosion are cathodic protection systems
on other structures and Direct Current (DC)
traction systems as used by the railway and
tramway systems in Victoria.
The ﬁrst DC traction system installed in the
Melbourne metropolitan area was an electric
tramway from Box Hill to Doncaster. This tramway
of approximately 4km ran from 1889 to 1896.
The ﬁrst couple of decades of the 20th century
saw an extensive expansion of the train and
tramway systems.
The then Premier of Victoria, Thomas Bent,
authorised the ﬁrst electric tram operated by
the Victorian Railways in 1904 from St Kilda
to Brighton, which started operating in 1906.
This was soon followed by a tramway from
Sandringham railway terminus to Black Rock,
which opened in 1910.
It was not until 1919 that the Victorian
Railways started to electrify the railway system,
slowly replacing the steam-driven trains.
During this time, concern about stray current
corrosion was increasing worldwide. Melbourne,
with its extensive expansion of DC traction and
soil types conducive to stray currents, saw
considerable corrosion to various underground
services and disputes between the asset owners.
The disputes were brought to a head in June
1922 when a major 900mm water main burst,
leaving a huge cavity in Punt Rd/Alexander Ave,
Richmond. This event, and the ongoing disputes
between the railways and the owners of water, gas
and telephone companies, were bought to the
attention of the Premier of Victoria.
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Debate in Parliament in November 1922
resulted in the State Electricity Commission of
Victoria to report on the electrolysis situation and
the formation of an “Electrolysis Investigation
Board”.
The ﬁnal report of this board recommended
that a permanent cooperative committee be
formed representing all the interested asset
owners. Under the functions of the State
Electricity Commission of Victoria, the “Melbourne
Electrolysis Committee” was formed in August
1927.
The original Committee comprised the State
Electricity Commission of Victoria, the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways Board, Victorian
Railways Department, Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works, Melbourne
Gas Company and Post Master General’s
Department.
This Committee became the Victorian
Electrolysis Committee and was expanded to
include the Melbourne City Council Electricity
Department in 1929.
Eighty-four years later, the essential role of the
original committee continues with the Minister for
Energy and Resources, The Hon. Michael O’Brien,
appointing the latest members of the committee
on 27 May 2011.
In accordance with the Electricity Safety Act
2008, the Minister has appointed the following
people for a three-year term:
» Robert Skene – nominated by Energy Safe
Victoria;
» Stel Mottek – representing the interests of train
operators;
» John Uiterwijk – representing the interests of
tram operators;
» Alan Green – selected by the Minister
from nominations provided by distribution
companies;
» Stuart Smith – selected by the Minister
administering the Water Industry Act 1994;
» Mr Alan Bryson – nominated by the Minister
administering the Gas Safety Act 1997;
» Philip Basset – selected by the Minister from
nominations given to the Minister by the
carriers under the Telecommunications Act
1997 of the Commonwealth;
» Robert Hayes – nominated by the Australian
Institute of Petroleum Ltd.

ADVERTORIAL

LATEST NEWS FROM NECA
New Lighting
Standards are
Important
The Building Code of Australia
2010 (BCA) (now part of the
National Construction Code (NCC)
Volumes 1and 2) introduced new
requirements for energy efﬁciency
including 6 star house ratings
and new lighting requirements.
Electricians in Victoria have been
undertaking training in the new
lighting requirements for 6 star
homes since February 2011.

Best described as a major paradigm shift in what can
now be allowed in power consumption for lighting,
the new requirements have taken most people in the
building industry by surprise.

in the past has been to concentrate on the ﬁtting rather
than the lamp. “There were no speciﬁed requirements
in relation to power consumption as there is now, so it
didn’t really matter what was installed”.

Co-ordinator of the Lighting for Living program being
run by NECA, Rod Lovett, says that most people were
not aware that any building permit issued after 1 May
this year should have been compliant. ‘That includes
the builders, many of whom are trying to get their
heads around this, but more importantly the house
owners who have expectations in regards to their
lighting that will just not be capable of being met”.

The new requirements will take a little getting used
to but what contractors also need to get their heads
around is how the compliance needs to demonstrated.

For all residential dwellings (for both new and
renovations, extensions, additions and relocations),
where a building permit is lodged on, or after, 1
May 2011 they are required to comply with the new
requirements including 6 star rating and lighting
requirements. This includes dwellings in apartment
buildings which are Class 2 buildings.
So what does that really mean?
Class 1, 2, 4 & 10 buildings refer essentially to
anywhere where someone lives in a permanent
manner. So houses, apartments, ﬂats, townhouses,
units and even garages are all included. Essentially you
are allowed 5 watts per square metre in houses etc,
4 watts per square metre in the outside areas such as
pergolas and 3 watts per square metre in garages.

“This applies to all
residential dwellings
(for both new and
renovations, extensions,
additions and relocations),
where a building permit is
lodged. Unless you want
to live in a permanent
state of low light then
you will need to give
consideration to how and
where you need light in
the house.”

What this really means is unless you want to live in
a permanent state of low light then you will need to
give consideration to how and where you need light in
the house. “To get a good outcome there needs to be
thought put into the process. No longer is it simply a
sea of down lights and then we will think about what
we do”, says Rod.
Electricians should be aware of what the requirements
are and importantly how that can achieved. The trend

Where is the new process different?
Before the building surveyor issues a building
permit, they must be provided with documentation
outlining how the proposed lighting will comply with
these requirements. They need to rely on evidence that
correctly describes the properties and performance of
the installed lighting products.
In the commercial sphere this is often provided by the
consulting electrical engineers or qualiﬁed lighting
designers. But in the residential market, unless you are
dealing with an extremely large and expensive home
then traditionally the lighting has not been speciﬁed
apart from in most cases a simple schematic or
lighting layout. Essentially from now on that will not be
seen as sufﬁcient evidence for the building surveyor.

What does this mean for the Electrical Contractor?
In the vast majority of cases, in the past, builders have
in the past provided the electrical contractor with a
schematic diagram, which simply showed circuitry
and socket and light positions that was used for
quotation purposes.
These were usually supplied to the builder by the
architects/building designers/draftspeople that were
involved with the development of the building plans.
The builder may provide the electrical contractor with
plans that comply for pricing, but the belief is that in

NECA
Apprenticeships
Excellence
Awards 2011
It is often said that the joy is from
the journey and not in the end
result. But in the case of this year’s
NECA Apprenticeships Apprentice of
the Year winner it was in both the
journey and the result.

the vast majority of cases the builder will have the
expectation that the electrical contractor do that.
A Word of Warning
Where the supplied plans do not comply the electrical
contractor should point out the requirements and
offer to price for a compliant design. Documentation
that demonstrates to the building surveyor how the
proposed lighting will comply with these requirements
could include a reﬂected ceiling plan (showing lights),
a lighting schedule and a copy of the printout from a
lighting calculator and/or any other documentation to
show compliance with the BCA.

Graeme Mitchell became part of an elite group
when he was recognised as the C-Bus Dual Trades
Apprentice of the Year 2011.
Held on Thursday 29th September 2011, in the
Victory Room at Melbourne’s Etihad Stadium
the awards ceremony was attended by over
200 pre-apprentices, apprentices, trainees, host
employers and industry representatives, including
Director of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon. Hosted
to Thiess Degremont, Graeme is employed by
NECA Apprenticeships as a dual trade electrical/
instrumentation apprentice. Commencing his
apprenticeship in 2008, he was initially hosted to
CSL Bioplasma.
Through his placements he has had a wide variety of
exposure to both electrical and instrumentation work.
The judges commented that “Graeme’s dedication,
technical skills and commitment to working in a
safe manner contributed to the organization on a
daily basis”.
In more recent times, Graeme has been working
down at the Desalination Plant where he has been
on the energisation crew and has been able to put
his knowledge, skills and safe working practices
to use. Graeme says he lives by the advice, “don’t
work live”. Safety he says is a “critical part of this
industry” and something that is emphasized from day
1. Graeme has applied this same commitment to his
school studies receiving high distinctions for each
subject. Along with his LEA assessments Graeme
is currently completing a Certiﬁcate IV in ElectricalInstrumentation which is a post trade course. When
asked how he had taken the whole experience he
said, “I’m so excited by this win. It will work well
on my resume and it’s great that young people’s
achievements are recognized like this”.
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“My success was fuelled by extra study and having
really good work placements. I’ve now taken on an
Electrical Engineering Degree and the skills I’ve learnt

The lighting schedule should indicate the type of
lamp to be installed, its performance capability (the
amount of watts used-including ballasts etc ). Where
using adjustment factors, evidence of the calculations
used should also be supplied.
Free training is still available in Victoria on the
requirements and lighting applications under the
BCA. Registration can be made on the NECA Victoria
website: www.neca.asn.au and then simply click
on Victoria.

during my apprenticeships, both practical and theory,
have helped me go a long way. Good exposure to
different types of work has made such a difference
for me as well as working with great people to help
me build my experience.”
“The electrical industry is exciting. There a lot
of changes on the horizon, especially with new
technology such as renewable energy. It’s a fast
paced environment so up-skilling is important. I’ve
learnt skills such as time management which have
assisted me with establishing priorities and problem
solving which have helped me with logical thinking
and these are skills which can be applied to all
industries. It teaches you to think non-traditionally. If
you put in the effort and get through it, the rewards
are huge.”
Graeme has been nominated for the NECA National
Apprentice of the Year award 2011 to be held later
this year.

The Excellence Awards would not be
possible without the valuable support of our
sponsors who include, Energy Safe Victoria,
NECA, C-Bus Industry Superannuation,
VECCI, EE-Oz Training Standards Australia,
L&H Auslec, RMIT University, Arrow Training,
ASTA Solutions, D&K Ofﬁce Supplies,
Gallivan, Magee & Associates, Group
Training Victoria, NHP and Safeman.
To view footage from the night, visit
http://www.370degrees.com.au and click
on ‘job seeker resources’.
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Latest
news

Warning from
ESV and ﬁre
authorities:
take care with
Christmas
lights
ESV, in association with ﬁre authorities
MFB and CFA, will once again be urging the
community not to buy cheap decorative
lighting products that have not been
approved for supply by Australia’s electricity
safety regulatory authorities.
The authorities will also warn of the need
to take extreme care when installing and using
Christmas tree lights or other decorative lights over
the festive season.
The community has been warned regularly
over the years that unapproved lights can be
dangerous with the potential to start ﬁres in homes
and result in electric shocks.
Christmas tree lights and other electrical
products are only approved for sale in Australia
once they have been exposed to rigorous testing
by accredited test agencies.
Audits of some “bargain” stores by ESV
Enforcement Ofﬁcers have detected a number of
non-compliant, imported Christmas light products.
In some instances, products displayed counterfeit
approval numbers.
Of particular concern are non-compliant

controllers provided with lighting sets. ESV
has detected evidence of overheating in units,
along with exposed “live” parts and inadequate
insulation.
Hazards associated with unapproved
Christmas lighting products include:
» Light sets designed for (overseas) voltages
less than 230 Volts (normal supply voltage in
Australia is currently 240 Volts);
» Plugs incompatible with Australian socket
outlets (powerpoints);
» Dangerously thin electrical insulation on the
ﬂexible leads;
» Incorrectly rated globes that may overheat
and cause surrounding materials to catch ﬁre;
» Inadequately attached cords that may pull out
of lamp holders.
The authorities will provide the following advice:

Christmas lights: This
set of LED lights is
unsafe as it has an
unapproved plug and
controller.

How to ensure the safe
operation of Christmas lights
Follow this advice:
» Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions
regarding assembly, installation and globe
replacement;
» If using the same lights from year to year,
make sure they are in good condition and
there is no exposed (uninsulated) wiring

Solar panels in
the spotlight
– Victorian
success
Victoria has the most rigorous safety regime
for home solar systems in Australia and the
requirement that every solar installation be
inspected by a licensed electrical inspector
has ensured the state has avoided many

» Always ensure Christmas lighting products
have been approved for use in Australia;
» Check for a compliance number on the
product. If in doubt seek the advice of the
store manager or do not purchase the
product until satisﬁed that it is safe and
complies with Australia’s strict electricity
safety requirements.
The authorities will warn that while Christmas can
be an expensive time for families, they should
never be tempted to buy cheap or second-hand
lights at markets and bargain stores that are not
approved for use in Australia.
Outlets selling unapproved electrical products
face hefty ﬁnes of nearly $5000 for individuals and
nearly $24,000 for companies.
People aware of unapproved products
being offered for sale are asked to contact
ESV on (03) 9203
9700 or 1800 800 158
as soon as possible.
Basic advice:
Christmas is a happy
time of year for most
people. Do not turn it
into a time of tragedy
through ﬁres or injuries
as a result of installing
or using defective
Christmas lights.

before installation. Also, make sure they are
dismantled and packed away carefully after
use;
» Do not use damaged or faulty decorative
lights;
» Never use decorative lights outdoors unless
they are speciﬁcally designed for such use.

of the problems that have been identiﬁed
elsewhere, ESV’s Director of Energy Safety,
Paul Fearon, said recently.
Writing in a recent issue of the NECA Victoria
newsletter, he said that the recent audit of solar
panel installations in NSW, and the signiﬁcant
safety issues subsequently identiﬁed, has
highlighted the success of Victoria’s inspection
system.
The Department of Primary Industries
estimates that there are around 40,000 home
solar systems currently installed in Victoria.
Solar systems must be installed by licensed
electricians and be signed off by an installer who
is accredited by the Clean Energy Council. Unlike

»
»

»

»

Similarly make sure extension cords are
suitable for outdoor use;
Do not cover or modify decorative lights;
Always switch off and unplug decorative
lights when unattended or when watering a
Christmas tree;
Observe and monitor the correct operation
of your decorative lights when unpacked and
initially used; and
In households with infants and young children,
consider using extra-low-voltage (less than 50
Volts AC) decorative lights supplied from an
approved transformer.

other states, a Certiﬁcate of Electrical Safety
must be issued with each solar installation and a
mandatory inspection must be carried out by a
separate licensed electrical inspector to ensure the
system is safe.
While the pace of installation increased over
the last few months following the Commonwealth’s
foreshadowed reductions in their Solar Credits
rebates, Victoria has maintained a proud record
for safe installations with no safety issues arising,
said Paul.
“ESV and the government will continue to
closely monitor the sector and consider any
possible improvements to the current regime,”
he said.
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Construction
of buildings in
bushﬁre-prone
areas
By Roger Lambie
Australian Standard AS 3959 – 2009
Amendment 3
Plumbers and gasﬁtters requested to carry
out gas installation work in an area that comes
under Australian Standard AS 3959 – 2009,
“Construction of buildings in bushﬁre-prone areas”
Amendment 3, will need to completely understand
the requirements of this standard and take all
necessary precautions in relation to correct
ventilation requirements for indoor gas appliances.
Where this is impractical, they must not install an
indoor gas appliance that requires ventilation for
correct operation.
Plumbers and gasﬁtters must also test all openﬂued appliances due to potential negative pressures
being developed by the use of exhaust fans.
Gas appliances that may be affected by
AS 3959-2009 include space heaters, central
heaters, cookers and water heaters.
“The objective of this standard is to prescribe
particular construction details for buildings to
reduce the risk of ignition from a bushﬁre while the
ﬁrefront passes.”
Note: The following clauses fromAS 39592009 Amendment 3 conﬂict with AS 56012004 in speciﬁc ventilation requirements for gas
appliances and restrict further any adventitious
openings normally afforded in a building not
bound to this standard.
The scope of AS 3959-2009 Amendment 3
Clause 1.1 states in part:
“This Standard speciﬁes requirements for
the construction of buildings in bushﬁre-prone
areas in order to improve their resistance to
bushﬁre attack from burning embers, radiant
heat, ﬂame contact and combinations of the
three attack forms.”
AS 3959-2009 Amendment 3 Clause 3.6
Vents, Weepholes and Gaps (Page 39)
“Where a circular probe of 3mm diameter is
capable of being passed through external vents,
weepholes or gaps, the vents, weepholes and
gaps shall be screened as speciﬁed in Sections 3,
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, except for weep holes from the
frames of windows and glazed doors.
To determine the maximum aperture size of
screening material, it shall not be possible to pass
a circular probe of 2mm diameter through the
aperture.”
AS 3959-2009 Amendment 3 Roofs, Clause
5.6.1 General (Page 48)
“The following apply to all types of roofs and
rooﬁng systems:
b/ The roof/wall junction shall be sealed, to prevent
openings greater than 3mm, either by the use of
fascia and eaves linings or by sealing between
the top of the wall and the underside of the roof
and between the rafters at the line of the wall.

c/ Roof ventilation openings, such as gable and
roof vents, shall be ﬁtted with ember guards
made of non-combustible material or a mesh
or perforated sheet with a maximum aperture
of 2mm, made of corrosion-resistant steel,
bronze or aluminium.”
AS 3959-2009 Amendment 3 – Roof
penetrations
For a deﬁnition of Bushﬁre Attack Levels (BAL)
refer to the table at the end of this article.
Clause 5.6.5 for BAL Level 12.5
Clause 6.6.5 for BAL Level 19
Clause 7.6.5 for BAL Level 29
The following apply to roof penetrations in the
above BAL Levels:
“a/ Roof penetrations, including roof lights, roof
ventilators, roof-mounted evaporative cooling
units, aerials, vent pipes and supports for
solar collectors, shall be adequately sealed at
the roof to prevent gaps greater than 3mm.
The material used to seal the penetration shall
be non-combustible.
b/ Openings in vented roof lights, roof
ventilators or vent pipes shall be ﬁtted
with ember guards made from a mesh or
perforated sheet with a maximum aperture
of 2mm, made of corrosion-resistant steel,
bronze or aluminium.
This requirement does not apply to the
exhaust ﬂues of heating or cooking devices
with closed combustion chambers.
In the case of gas appliance ﬂues, ember
guards shall not be ﬁtted.
Note: Gasﬁtters are required to provide a
metal ﬂue pipe above the roof and terminate
with a certiﬁed gas ﬂue cowl complying with
AS 4566. Advice may be obtained from state
gas technical regulators.”
The above statements are important
because they indicate that the ﬁtting of
ember guards or sealing of gaps greater
than 3mm does not apply to gas appliance
ﬂues or the exhaust ﬂues of room-sealed
gas appliances.
Homes deemed to be BAL Levels 40 and FZ
It must be noted that for BAL 40 and BAL FZ there
is no exemption for the ﬁtting of ember guards or
sealing of gaps greater than 3mm in gas appliance
ﬂues.
AS 3959-2009 Amendment 3 Clause 5.6.6
Eaves, linings, fascias and gables (Page 49)
The following apply to eaves linings, fascias and
gables:
c/ Eaves ventilation openings greater than
3mm shall be ﬁtted with ember guards made
of non-combustible material or a mesh or
perforated sheet with a maximum aperture
of 2mm, made of corrosion-resistant steel,
bronze or aluminium.
The Australian Standard Gas Installations
AS 5601-2004 is very speciﬁc in regard to
ventilation within a room or enclosure where
a gas appliance may be installed.
AS 5601-2004 Clause 5.4.1 Air supply to
appliances to be adequate (Page 72)
An appliance shall be installed in a location
with adequate ventilation for complete
combustion of gas, proper ﬂueing and to
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maintain ambient temperature of the immediate
surroundings at safe limits, under normal
operating conditions.
AS 5601-2004 Clause 5.4.3.2 Natural
ventilation direct from outside (Page 73)
Two permanent openings shall be provided
directly to outside. The openings shall be located
to ensure the distance between the top of the
upper opening and the ceiling of the room or
enclosure, and the distance between the bottom
of the lower opening and the ﬂoor of the room
or enclosure does not exceed 5 per cent of the
height of the room or enclosure.
The minimum free ventilation area provided
by each opening shall be calculated using the
following formula:
A=3xT
Where
A = the minimum free ventilation area (cm²)
T = the total gas consumption of all appliances
(MJ/hr)
The minimum vertical dimension of any free
ventilation opening shall be 6mm
AS 5601 – 2004 Clause 5.4.3.1 General
(Page 72)
See Notes 2 and 3.
Note 2: Where the total input of the
appliances does not exceed 3 MJ/h per cubic
metre of room/enclosure volume, the required
air may be provided by adventitious openings i.e.
Gaps around doors windows, etc.
Note 3: To establish whether the required
air is to be provided by adventitious openings or
additional ventilation openings, the total input of
the appliance(s) in the room/enclosure in MJ/h is
divided by the room/enclosure volume in m³.
The wording of these clauses may
have altered slightly over the years but the
intent remains the same; without the provision
of adequate ventilation adventitious or designed
and provided for by minimal dimensions of a
6mm aperture it may result in tragic
circumstances.
Industry experience shows where a vent with
less than a 6mm aperture is used, in particular
ﬂywire that is very similar in size to an aperture of
2mm, will readily block up unlike a 6mm aperture.
Over compensating vent outlet sizes to
accommodate for only a 2mm aperture will not
sufﬁce as it is the size of the aperture and not the
vent area that makes the difference.
Improper combustion that can be attributed
to a lack of air will cause a gas ﬂame to burn
less sharply than designed and gradually turn
luminous, creating carbon on the burner, in the
appliance and in the ﬂue. Carbon deposits will get
progressively worse with time and therefore any
2mm ember mesh placed around the ﬂue outlet
will block and restrict the discharge of combustion
products (carbon monoxide) to the atmosphere.
The recently published Amendment
3 (AS 3959 – 2009) now contains a note in
Clause 9.6.3 (a) that would allow for the
installation of room-sealed gas appliances
in BAL – 40 and BAL – FZ. Committee AG006
(AS/NZS 5601) will continue to consult
with Committee FP020 (AS 3959) for future
revisions of both standards.
Continued on page 34
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Electricity
Q&A

Your questions
on electricity
installation issues
– and the answers
Question
I’m installing consumer’s mains that
supply safety services (lifts, ﬁre pump and
smoke venting) from the onsite electricity
distributor’s substation to the installation’s
main switchboard. I intend to install the cables
on a cable tray in the car park of a residential
building. Which WS Classiﬁcation is the
installation required to comply with?

Compiled by John Stolk, ESV’s
Electricity Technical Advisor
energysafe continues its regular
series featuring some of the
questions that ESV receives on a
range of electricity installation
issues. Also provided are the
answers together with references
to the Acts, Standards, Regulations
and Clauses that apply to them.

Answer

Standard

Cables installed on a cable tray are considered an unenclosed wiring AS/NZS
system and required to maintain integrity under both ﬁre conditions
3013:2005
and mechanical damage.
AS/NZS
Compliance with AS/NZS 3013:2005 “Electrical Installations –
3000:2007
Classiﬁcation of ﬁre and mechanical performance of wiring elements”
and appendix H of AS/NZS 3000:2007 “Wiring Rules” is essential.

Clause
Section 3
Appendix H

The consumer’s mains installed in this method for ﬁre integrity would
need a WS52W calciﬁcation and a mechanical integrity WSX3 when
installed in a car park or driveways where impact of cars or light
vehicles is possible.
Therefore in this case the consumer’s mains would need to be
installed to comply with a WS53W system.

When completing a paper certiﬁcate of
Electrical Safety on the internet, do I need to
send the white copy to Energy Safe Victoria?

Yes, you are required to send the white copy for any paper certiﬁcate. Electricity
45A
Safety Act 1998

How far from the shower head can I install a
socket outlet in a bathroom designed for a
disabled person. The room has no screen or
curtain and the showerhead is connected with
a 2m hose?

In bathrooms where there are no screens or curtains an RCD
protected socket outlet cannot be installed within 1.8m of the ﬁxed
plumbing connection (the ﬁxed plumbing connection is where
showerhead connects to the wall).

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Clause 6.2.4.2
& Figure 6.3

What is the minimum height above the ﬂoor
that I can install a batten holder?

Not less than 1.8m above the ground, ﬂoor or platform unless the
batten holder and lamp are provided with a suitable guard or is
incorporated within a luminaire.

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Section 4
Clause 4.5.1.1(i)

If I add a socket-outlet to an existing circuit in
a commercial premises not protected by an
RCD, am I required to install an RCD?

Yes, socket-outlets that are added to an existing circuit shall be
protected by an RCD.

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Section 2
Clause 2.6.3.4

Are smoke alarms installed in single private
residences deemed to be ﬁre and smokecontrol equipment?

No, smoke alarms installed in private residences are not considered to AS/NZS
be smoke-control equipment.
3000:2007

Section 7
Clause 7.2.1.2
Exception (iii)

Can I install a socket-outlet for the purpose of
pool equipment within the classiﬁed zone 1 of
a swimming pool?

Yes, socket-outlets necessary for the connection of pool equipment
shall be permitted where:

Section 6
Clause 6.3.4.3
(b)

(i) provided with the required degree of protection; and
(ii) located
(a) at a height not less than 0.45m above ground level and at a
horizontal distance not less than 1.25m from the internal rim of the
water container; or
(b) beneath and not less than 0.5m from the edge of a ﬁxed
continuous horizontal barrier that is not less than 1.25m wide
measured from the internal rim of the water container;
and
(iii) either
(c) supplied individually as a separated circuit, in accordance with
Clause 7.4; or
(d) supplied as an SELV or a PELV system, in accordance with Clause
7.5; or
(e) protected by a residual-current device with a ﬁxed rated residual
current not exceeding 30mA; and
(iv) controlled by a switch that requires manual operation and does not
operate automatically by the insertion or withdrawal of a plug.

AS/NZS
3000:2007
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High levels of satisfaction
with ESV’s safety messages,
says survey
Victorians have reported consistently high
levels of satisfaction with ESV – with more
than four in ﬁve feeling satisﬁed with the
advertising and safety messages delivered
by the organisation.
This is one of the key ﬁndings of a “reach and
recall” survey of over 800 respondents undertaken
by Quantum Market Research on ESV’s television,
radio, newspaper and cinema safety advertising
in 2011.
ESV focussed on two major messages in
its 2011 advertising – “Look Up and Live” in
regional Victoria ’ and “Beware Carbon Monoxide
poisoning” across the whole state.
One in three Victorians reported unprompted
awareness of recent gas and electricity safety
advertising – suggesting good levels of message
cut through.
Carbon monoxide campaign
The survey found that there was a high level
of prompted recall of the carbon monoxide
advertising.

Hazardous
Areas
Standards –
update
Classiﬁcation of Hazardous Areas –
Combustible Dusts
AS/NZS 60079-10-2 for the classiﬁcation of
hazardous areas due to combustible dusts has
been recently published to replace AS/NZS 61241-

The results showed that the practical,
highly directive message of the advertising
(“getting appliances checked every two
years”) was well received by Victorians and
found to be easily understood, believable
and attention-grabbing.
According to the summary of the survey
ﬁndings, consideration of behaviour change
was evident, with one in two Victorians claiming
to have considered taking action to have their
gas appliances checked as a result of seeing
the advertising.
“The emotional nature of the advertising,
with the inclusion of Vanessa and Scott Robinson,
resonated particularly strongly with women
and promoted a message of family safety
as a priority,” said the summary.
Look Up and Live campaign
The survey found that the “Look Up and Live”
advertising was recalled by one in two regional
Victorians. The message of awareness around
powerlines was well received.

10. This Joint Australian/New Zealand Standard
was prepared by Joint Technical Committee
MS-011, Classiﬁcation of Hazardous Areas. It was
approved on behalf of the Council of Standards
Australia on the 1 August 2011 and was published
on 15 September 2011. It is intended that AS/NZS
60079-10-2 be used as a replacement to AS/NZS
61241-10 from the date of publication as there
is minimal technical change from the previous
standard.
Selection, Installation and Maintenance of
Electrical Equipment For Hazardous Areas
Recent amendments to AS/NZS 60079-14 and
AS/NZS 60079-17 for Selection, Installation

The summary reported: “In terms of
behaviour change and awareness, there were
very strong likelihoods of regional Victorians
making conscious efforts to be more aware and
cautious of overhead powerlines as a result of
seeing the advertising.”
Perceptions of ESV from the survey
The survey said that Victorians reported
consistently high levels of satisfaction with ESV
– with more than four in ﬁve feeling satisﬁed with
the advertising and messages delivered by the
organisation.
“Within the Victorian community, ESV
had higher levels of satisfaction with regional
Victorians, females and those aged over 25 years.
“Although around one in two respondents
felt knowledgeable about the work undertaken
by ESV, this varied by demographics, with older
Victorians (perhaps having had more experiences
with and exposure to ESV) being more likely to
have felt knowledgeable about the organisation
than younger Victorians,” said the summary.

and Maintenance of Electrical Equipment for
Hazardous Areas extend the parallel operation
of these standards with previous standards until
September 2012. (This extension is noted in
amendments to these standards published by
Standards Australia in August 2011.)
After this time it is intended that previous
standards covering these subjects in the AS 2381,
AS/NZS 2381 and AS 1076 series along with AS/
NZS 61241-14 will be withdrawn.
This extension provides users with additional
time to transition to the new standards and allows
time for AS/NZS 3000 to reference the new
standards as part of planned amendments to AS/
NZS 3000.

Electricians required for AMI Project
Service Stream is an Australian owned, publicly listed
company, and provides the complete end to end capability
from customer contact to ﬁeld based construction,
installation and maintenance services across an extensive
range of infrastructure based activities.
Service Stream’s North Melbourne ofﬁce is seeking A Grade
electricians – or L Grade electricians who possess Certiﬁcate
III in Electro-technology or equivalent – to install Advanced
Meters in various locations.

Contractor positions are
currently available.
Interested candidates should forward their
application, including Cover Letter and CV, via
email to resourcing@servicestream.com.au
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Gas
Q&A

Your
questions on gas
installation issues
Question

Compiled by ESV’s Gas Installations
and Appliance Safety team.
As per previous issues of energysafe,
we are pleased to provide answers
for a varied range of frequently asked
questions received on ESV’s gas
technical helpline, 1800 652 563.

Answer

Clause

Is it necessary to seal open ends of consumer Where alteration, repair or extension to consumer piping necessitates the removal of a AS 5601 – 2004
piping when a ﬁtting or appliance are removed ﬁtting or an appliance or the cutting of an installed pipe, all open ends, other than those Clause 2.5.1
and / or after cutting an installed pipe?
at the immediate work area, shall be sealed for the duration of the work. When the
work site is vacated all open ends shall be sealed.
NOTE: The closing of a shut off valve will not satisfy this requirement unless the outlet
of the valve is sealed.
What substances can I safely use to test and
locate gas leaks within consumer piping?

Substances that can be safely used include:
Air.

AS 5601 – 2004
Clause 2.7

Inert gas.
The gas for which the system is designed.
WARNING: OXYGEN IS NOT TO BE USED AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR AIR.
Do I need to identify above-ground consumer
piping?

Yes, under the following circumstances. Except in single occupancy residential
premises, above-ground consumer piping shall be identiﬁed when any one of the
following applies:

AS 5601 – 2004
Clause 4.1.12

(a) The operating pressure of the consumer piping exceeds 7kPa.
(b) The location of the pipe is such that it is not readily identiﬁable as consumer piping.
The identiﬁcation marking shall comply with Figure 4.1.
The identiﬁcation markings are to be placed—
(c) at spacings of not more than 8m;
(d) adjacent to branches, junctions, valves, wall and ﬂoor penetrations; and
(e) On all tailpipes.
NOTE: Durable adhesive pipe markers may be used for identifying consumer piping.
The identiﬁcation is to comply with AS 1345 in all other respects.
Where is a consumer piping regulator
required?

A consumer piping gas pressure regulator shall be ﬁtted for any of the following
conditions, as applicable:

AS 5601 – 2004
Clause 4.5.4

(a) Where any appliance in the premises is not ﬁtted with an appliance gas pressure
regulator and the gas supply or consumer piping pressure may exceed 1.5kPa for town
gas, TLP and natural gas, or 3.5kPa for LP Gas.
(b) Where the intended operating pressure of the consumer piping exceeds the rated
working pressure of the appliance gas pressure regulator(s).
(c) Where the gas pressure to a section of consumer piping would otherwise exceed
the rated working pressure of the piping, ﬁttings or components in that section.
Are there special requirements in a situation
where an over-pressure system shuts off the
gas supply?

Yes.
Where an over-pressure protection system is of a type that shuts off the gas supply, all
of the following shall apply:

AS 5601 – 2004
Clause 4.6.2

(a) The over-pressure protection system is to be of a manual reset type to restore
supply.
(b) A gas ﬁlter that will prevent the passage of foreign particles larger than 1mm is to be
located upstream and within 5m of the device that shuts off the gas supply.
What is required in addition to a vent line that
terminates outside a building?

The following shall be ﬁtted with a vent line that terminates outside a building:
(a) A safety shut off system that requires venting to atmosphere.
(b) A gas pressure relief device.
NOTE: This does not apply to a relief device ﬁtted to an LP Gas cylinder.
(c) A consumer piping gas pressure regulator incorporating a gas pressure relief device.
(d) A breather vent except where Clause 4.7.9 or Clause 4.7.10 applies.

AS 5601 – 2004
Clause 4.7.2
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Amended ESV
guidelines
to provide
electricity
supplies to
construction
sites
Construction supplies can be installed
using the minimum requirements of AS/
NZS 3000:2007, “Wiring Rules” and AS/NZS
3012:2010, “Construction and Demolition
Sites” or as an alternative, installed in
strict compliance with these amended ESV
guidelines.
ESV has produced these guidelines for RECs,
LEIs and suppliers of construction materials to
help provide electricity supplies to construction
sites.
For the electricity supply to be connected
for construction purposes, it is essential that
negotiations with the individual electricity
distribution companies (DBs) are undertaken prior
to commencement of any construction or site
works.
These negotiations should establish the
availability of electricity supply and location of the
nearest appropriate connection point together

Stay
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with discussing the connection of the permanent
supply as soon as practicable.
These requirements are outlined in the current
SIRs, including whether the electricity supply is
required to be installed overhead or underground.
If it is not possible for a builders’ electricity supply
to be installed in the permanent position, the
use of a Builders’ Supply Pole (BSP) could be
considered.
It should be noted that BSPs in high
bushﬁre risk areas can only be installed with
underground consumer’s mains. Overhead
supplies are not allowed.
The DBs must be consulted for advice
on the ﬁre hazard categories of the areas as
designated by the ﬁre control authority. It is also
a responsibility of the REC to negotiate a suitable
location for the BSP that considers the site
requirements including the service line minimum
ground clearance and neighbouring property
crossing, and usage when the supply cannot be
installed and connected in the permanent position.
Where a construction electricity supply is
installed, all mandatory requirements of AS/
NZS 3000:2007, “Wiring Rules” and AS/NZS
3012:2003, “Construction and Demolition sites”
shall be met.
An example of a typical installation of the
BSP is provided that shows the requirements for
underground connection in ﬁgure 1. Pole, support
and overhead connection requirements are shown
in ﬁgures 2 and 3 additional notes are included
with the diagrams for further guidance.
Danger – Safety precautions similar to
working near live parts must be taken when
installing cables in a service pit containing live

Pole cap or galvanised ﬂat steel
sheeting watershed

Stay
Box to be ﬁxed
to pole with M12
galvanised bolts
or equipment.

Secure with
galvanised
M.S saddles

cables. Energy Safe Victoria has received several
incident reports where workers received a shock.
Notes:
1/ Minimum pole size in accordance with AS/
NZS 3000, but shall not be less than 150mm
diameter for full length preservative treated
poles and not be less than 125mm for
hardwood poles, with durability of class 1 and
strength grade of S3 or better.
2/A minimum of two stays to be a minimum of
75mm x 38mm, 3000mm long and secured
to the pole and pegs using a minimum of two
galvanized coach screws of adequate size at
each of the four ﬁxing points.
3/Pegs are to be a minimum of 600mm and
driven to a depth of 450mm.
4/A depth marker consisting of a saw cut
(minimum length of 100mm), ﬁlled by a row of
at least three galvanized nails shall be made
on the pole at a distance of 2000mm from the
base of the pole.
5/Excavated soil MUST be compacted around
pole in 100mm layers and thoroughly tamped.
6/Main Switch must be located no higher than
2m from the ﬁnished ground level.
7/ If poles are longer than shown, then additional
depth will be required proportional to the
additional length above the ground.
8/Pole caps required on all poles.
9/The size of the Consumer’s mains to be
accordance with the Acts, Regulations, Wiring
Rules and the prospective fault current as
nominated by the Distribution Company.
10/ Earth electrodes are to be installed in
accordance with the wiring rules that require
they be driven to a minimum depth of 1.2m.

Minimum distance to the
groundfrom aerial service
line is 3m.

Fused overhead
line connector
box.

Suitable mechanical
protection required
on the consumers mains
as per the requirements
of AS/NZS 3000.

Depth marker

Depth marker
800

1100mm

500mm
Earth electrode
to comply with the
requirements of AS3000

900mm
minimum
depth

Figure 2 – Typical
overhead supply for a 5
metre pole

1200

Figure 1 – Typical
underground
construction supply

There may be more depth
required depending on the
soil type or consolidation

Service cable
Fused
overhead line
connector box

PVC UV stabilized
conduit or equivalent
conduit

Service cable

Figure 3 – Typical
overhead supply with
stays for a 5 metre pole

Pole depth is dependant
of soil type and is required
to be minimum of 900mm.

Minimum
size 50mm
x 38mm
x 600mm
long driven
to adequate
depth at
an angle

1800

Depth Marker
2m from base
of pole

Figure 4 – Typical pole
support plan. Stays
are to be installed in
tension, which is the
opposite side of the
pole to the pull of the
service.
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Important safety checks before ﬁring up the BBQ
By Roger Lambie
It’s BBQ time – but before ﬁring them up
after a long period of idleness, conduct
some important safety checks ﬁrst.
During winter BBQs have often been in
storage, with minimal protection. Besides the
general clean up to ensure the hotplate and grill
are free of leftover food and fat, look for insects
such as spiders and earwigs that may have
nested in the hollows, including the burner.
Such blockages can cause problems not only
with cross-ignition of the gas burners, but may
interfere with the complete and safe combustion of
the gas, to the point of causing explosive ignition
or the generation of excessive (CO).
Regular servicing of the BBQ by a gasﬁtter
is strongly recommended to maintain its safe
operation.
And, as a gasﬁtter if you notice that a
customer also has a BBQ it is good practice to ask
if they would like to have it checked.
Safety checks
Basic BBQ safety checks include inspecting the
condition of the hose assembly and the regulator,
in particular the Prest-O-Lite (POL) ﬁtting on the
regulator and the O-ring or rubber bull nose seal.
Figures 1, 2 & 3
Check to see that the O-ring or the bull nose
rubber seal is not damaged and that it is correctly
ﬁtted. This will reduce the chance for LP Gas,
within the cylinder, from escaping during BBQ
operation.
If the O-ring or the POL bull nose rubber
seal are damaged or worn, ﬁnd a like-for-like

replacement. O-rings and bull nose rubber
seals come in varying sizes to suit differently
manufactured regulators. Please note, “one size
does not ﬁt all”.
Fitting an incorrect O-ring to the POL may
cause a gas leak, particularly where the O-ring
diameter is smaller than required and needs to
be stretched to ﬁt or if it is too large and it only
ﬁts loosely. The damaged O-ring will need to be
replaced prior to connecting the regulator to the
LPG cylinder valve. Figure 4 & 5
The POL bull nose rubber seal is an alternative
design to that of the O-ring seal and is moulded
so that when the male connection of the regulator
is tightened the seal comes in contact with the
POL cylinder valve to prevent any gas leaking out.
Figure 6. A damaged seal is shown in Figure 7.
Please note, O-ring seals and bull nose
rubber seals are not interchangeable.
The POL bull nose rubber seal ﬁts onto a
brass shaft with a lip that secures it. This lip varies
in size between regulator manufacturers. The male
connection is a friction ﬁt and has been known to
separate from the shaft and remain stuck inside
the POL cylinder valve. Figure 8 & 9
Also the male brass lipped connection in
some regulator models can come apart, due to
over tightening of the regulator, and lodge in the
POL cylinder valve without the operator being
aware of the situation. Therefore a gas leak may
occur when connecting a new gas cylinder and
causing a ﬁre. Figures 10 & 11
New O-ring or bull nose rubber seal
Always purchase your replacement O-ring seals
and bull nose rubber seals from the regulator

manufacturer, as detailed on the regulator, or from
the BBQ seller who stocks the same brand of
regulator.
Hoses and other BBQ connections
Over time, hoses can be subject to stretching or
abrasions and will require inspection. Figure 12
As with any existing hose assembly, including the
regulator, always use a soapy solution to check for
gas escapes at the connection to the BBQ and
the cylinder and also along the length of the hose
to ensure there are no leaks. Figure 13 In many
cases the hose and regulator are a complete
assembly unit and if damaged this assembly
should be replaced with a new one.
Other types of LPG cylinder connections
Other types of LP Gas cylinder connections as
used on some of the smaller BBQ hotplates do not
incorporate a regulator but are directly connected
by a high pressure hose. Figure 14
It is strongly recommended that these cylinders
and the hose connection should be tested with a
soapy solution at all times prior to use.
Brass POL ﬁttings without rubber seals
Where the POL ﬁtting does not incorporate
a rubber seal and the tightening of the POL
connection to the LPG cylinder valve is made
using a spanner, check that the spanner ﬂats on
the POL ﬁtting have not been rounded by previous
tightening.
Where the spanner ﬂats have been rounded
then advise the customer that a replacement
like-for-like regulator and hose assembly is
required.

Construction of buildings in bushﬁre-prone areas
Continued from page 29

It is acknowledged that room-sealed gas
appliances pose no risk to the entry of
embers in the home due to the fact that the
combustion chambers in these appliances
are closed. Therefore the installation of
room-sealed gas appliances, in lieu of openﬂued gas appliances, should be considered
for these high risk areas. In the meantime,
however, ESV advises gasﬁtters that the
ﬁtting of ember guards to any gas appliance
ﬂue cowl, ﬂue terminal or air inlet terminal is
not permitted.
Bushﬁre Attack Levels
To better deﬁne areas at risk the following Bushﬁre
Attack Levels (BAL) descriptions are shown below.
They are based on heat ﬂux exposure and range
from low to Flame Zone.

BAL Level

Heat Flux

Description

BAL Low

See Clause 2.2.3.2

There is insufﬁcient risk to warrant speciﬁc construction
requirements

BAL – 12.5

≤ 12.5 kW/m²

Ember attack

BAL – 19

> 12.5 kW/m2 ≤ 19 kW/m²

Increasing levels of ember attack and burning debris
ignited by windborne embers together with increasing
heat ﬂux

BAL – 29

> 19 kW/m2 ≤ 29 kW/m²

Increasing levels of ember attack and burning debris
ignited by windborne embers together with increasing
heat ﬂux

BAL – 40

> 29 kW/m2 ≤ 40 kW/m²

Increasing levels or ember attack and burning debris
ignited by windborne embers together with increasing
heat ﬂux with the increased likelihood of exposure to
ﬂames

BAL – FZ

> 40 kW/m²

Direct exposure to ﬂames from the ﬁre front in addition to
heat ﬂux and ember attack
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Figure 1: O-ring has a rounded proﬁle.

Figure 2: O-ring is bevelled and has a
rounded proﬁle at base.

Figure 3: O-ring is bevelled and has a
square top and base.

Figure 4: O-ring seal damaged;
requires replacement.

Figure 5: Brass ﬁlings inside the
POL valve caused by over tightening
the regulator where the O-ring has
compressed and brass-on-brass
contact has occurred.

Figure 6: New bull nose rubber seal.

Figure 7: Damaged bull nose rubber
seal.

Figure 8: Brass shaft with lip design
and size varies between regulator
manufacturers.

Figure 9: Brass shaft with lip design
and size varies between regulator
manufacturers.

Figure 10: The remains of POL bull
nose rubber seal following a ﬁre at
the cylinder.

Figure 11: The brass lip section of a
POL bull nose rubber seal point that
has separated from the rest of the
regulator assembly following a ﬁre.

Figure 12: Indicates a hole in the hose.

Lodging complaints

Figure 13: Example of escaping
gas using a soapy solution on the
connection of the regulator to the
LPG cylinder.

Figure: 14: High pressure hose
connection without using a regulator.

Once again ESV is seeking your assistance to maintain the high
energy safety standards in Victoria. Any concerns you have,
especially in relation to non-compliant installations, equipment
or practices, e.g. unlicensed electrical workers, should be
reported to ESV.
Complaints can be made to ESV via multiple methods; the complaints
form on our website, via fax to (03) 9686 2197, via post to Complaints
Ofﬁcer, ESV, PO Box 262, Collins Street West, VIC 8007, or via email to
complaints@esv.vic.gov.au
Where requested and whenever possible, your details will remain
conﬁdential. Should you have any queries, please call (03) 9203 9700 and speak
to our Complaints Ofﬁcer. Let’s work together to keep Victoria energy safe.

LOOK
UP
AND
LIVE

People die when machinery,
vehicles or equipment
accidentally touch powerlines.
If you drive a truck or operate
machinery, look up to identify
powerlines before starting work.

For a copy of the No Go Zone regulations

VISIT WWW.ESV.VIC.GOV.AU
PHONE 1800 800 158

» Don’t move or use
elevated work platforms
near powerlines
» Never raise truck trays
underneath powerlines
» Store bulk deliveries
away from powerlines
» Understand and follow
the No Go Zone rules
and regulations

